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All the news that's fit to print
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WILL CANCEL RISKS
ON ALL TOBACCO, SAYS 
PRESI-
DENT WHEELER







Quickly If Appellate Court
Decides:Adversely.
Col. W. H. Wheeler, president 
of
the Kentucky and Tennessee boa
rd
of fire underwriters, and other pro
m-
inent fire insurance men in Louis
-
ville, according to the Louisvill
e
Times, declares without hesitanc
y
that if the court of appeals 'uphol
ds
the decision of Circuit Judge Go
r-
don, that fire insurance compani
es
must pay for all tobacco destr
oyed
by Night Riders, that every do
llars'
worth of insurance on tobacco:ris
ks
will be canceled throughout t
he
state.
The insurance companies hold th
at
the clause in their policies /wh
ich
says that property destroyed b
y "a
mob or in a riot" relieves them 
from
payment. Judge Gordon held th
at
an organized band of incend
iaries
were not a mob and the acts of 
such
a band did not mean a riot.
LIVE STOCK MARKETS.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Mar.12-Cat-
tle-Receipts 161 butchers and go
od
feeders and stockers; market ste
ady;
common stock cattle:shade 
lower.
Quotations: Shipping steers, $4
.50@




feeders, $3.00@4.50; stockers, $
2.25@
4.25; bulls, $2.00@3.65; c
anners,
$1 .00@ 2.00.
Hogs-Receipts. 1,860 head; g
ood
hogs steady; pig trade demora
lized
and lower; heavy and mediu
m,$4.80;
lights, $4.50; pigs, $3.75®4.35 ;r
oughs,
$4.25 down.
Sheep and Lambs-Receipts li
ght;
good sheep steady; others 
slow.
Quotations: Best lambs, $5.50@6.50;
mediums, $4.505.50; comm
on,






• SoP   73%
N 96%
U.S. Corn... 32%
U. S. Pr.... 95%
R. D. G..... 103%
B. R. T  43
A. C. F  5234
R. I. Pr  25%
R.I. Corn.. 134
U. P . 122%
I3 C.. ..
So. Ry  11%
N. Y. C  9834
Mo. P  36
13. & 0  8234
C. & O..   24
Erie  14
Atch  71%,
St. P  116N
Penn  117
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Was Organized at a Meeting of Color-
ed Republicans.
A Fairbanks club was organized
at Postell hall last night with the
following officers:
President, Councilman E. W.
Glass; first vice president, Coronor
J. L. Allensworth ; second vice pres-
ident,Squire T. H. Moore; secretary,
Peter Postell; assistant secretary,
Prof. E. S. Forman.
After the appointment of the va-
rious committees addressesfrere de-
livered by E. W. Glass, Rev. T. J.
Mappin, Ben Boyd and J. W.
Knight. The club starts out with a
membership of fifty. Considerable
enthusiasm was expressed through
-
out the meeting "We feel," say
s
Councilman Glass, "that Mr. Fair-
banks is a man of exalted integ
rity,
spotless record, great ability an
d
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Notice to Somebody
We have sent broadcast within the
past ten days several hundred letters
to subscribers whose subscriptions
have expired and we thank the great
number who have responded so
promptly with renewals. If YOU have
not yet responded we would be glad
If you will do so just the very next






Popular Democrat Will Not Tamely Submit to Po-
litical Scheme to Give His Job to Republican.
--Injunction Proceedings In Progress.
Sheriff David Smith does
pose to give up:his office under the
ouster order issued yesterday by
County Judge Prowse without 
a
hard legal battle, and the first steps
iu this were taken this morning
when a petition was filed in circui
t
court which declares that the action
of the county judge is unlawful and
not supported by the facts.
A temporary injuction which pre-
vents J. M. Renshaw, the appointee,
from taking over the office of sheriff,
was granted by Judge Cook upon
this petition and the hearing of the
case upon its merits was set for
Saturday, March 21.
At this time the injunction
either be dissolved and Mr Renshaw
allowed to go into office, oi it will be
made perpetual and Mr. Smith will
remain in the position to which he
was elected. The injunction bond
in the sum of $5,000 was signed by
James West. _
Lawyers say that from the time
Mr. Renshaw qualified yesterday
afternoon by giving bond until the
temporary injunction was granted
this morning, that Mr. Renshaw
was in reality tne sheriff of Chris-
tian county. The sheriff's office was
kept locked up this morning until
after the injunction had been secur-
ed, not even Mr. Smith or any of
his deputies going inside, and the
gas light which is always left burn-
ing during the night not being ex-
tinguished.
The .delicate task of serving on
Mr. Smith notice that he had been
removed from his office was entrust-
ed to the negro coroner, James L.
Allensworth. When Mr. Smith's
friends learned of Judge Prowse's
order, they rallied promptly to his
support. Accompanied by a large
number of prominent Democrats,
including men of wealth, Mr. Smith
hastened before the county judge
and offered bond in any sum that
might be required. Judge Prowse
refused to reopen the matter and
said that thera was no time since
not pro- March 1 that he would have accept-
ed bond from Mr. Smith. He claim-
ed that he was personally responsi-
ble on his own bond for Mr. Smith's
office when the latter failed by or
on March 1 to secure surety for the
faithful performance of duty.
Mr. Smith's failure to supply bond
Is said to have been due to a misap-
prehension on his part. He had
received notice from his sureties,
the United States Fidelity and
Guaranty company, of Baltimore,
that before renewing his bond for
the present year they would require
a statement of the condition of his
office together with an indemnify-
ing bond of $10,000. These Mr. Smith
said he could have furnished when-
ever called upon, but that it was
will March 3, before he was informed by
the attorney of the bonding com-
pany that they would decline to
continue as his sureties.
Sheriff Smith had received his
quietus from the state auditor and
the fact that he was not supplied
with a quietus from the fiscal court
was no fault of his, according to the
statement of his attorneys. Senator
Frank Rives was appointed by the
fiscal court as a special commission-
er to make the settlement with the
sheriff. He has been absent in
Frankfort as a member of the gen-
eral assembly and has not yet gone
over Mr. Smith's books and ac-
counts.
Democratic politicians say that
the order declaring the office vacant
was purely a Republican move in
the game of politics by which they
hoped to be able to force a good
Democrat from office and give it to
a Republican. The order of removal
is issued on a technicality rand con-
tains no charge whatever that Mr.
Smith's accounts are not all right
or that his office is not in good con-
dition. The day before the papers
were served, Judge Prowse returned
from a hurried trip to Frankfort
where, it is understood, in a confer-
ence with Gov. Willson, Attorney
General Breathitt and other Repub-
licans, plans were completed for at-
tempting to take the Democratic
sheriff's office away from him.
1
FRASER OWEN DEAD
WELL KNOWN OLD TIME FIDDLER
AND DANCING MASTER
For Many Years a Store- Keeper at
Kelly. - Death of Two
Good Women.
(From Thursday's Daily)
Mr. Fraser W. Owen, one of the
ibest known and most popular citi-
zens of North Christian, died yester-
day at his home in Kelly. He was
seventy-five years of age. Death
was due to kidney disease and he
had been an invalid three years
.
The remains will be interred tomor
-
row morning in Riverside cemetery.
Mr.- Owen for many years was
 a
store keeper at Kelly. He was
 a
fiddler of more than local renown
and when a young man was one 
of
the most skillful and widely kno
wn
dancing masters in this region.
Is the date that entitles all holders of
Cash Tickets :on that date to their




A telegram to Dr. T. L. Baco
n
from Rev. A. P. Lyon, formerly pas
-
tor of the Methodist church her
e,
conveys the news of the death at h
is
home, last night, at Elizabethtow
n,
of Mrs. Lyon's sister, Miss Je
ssie
Comfort. Death was .due to chron
ic
bronchitis. Miss Comfort spent
some time in Hopkinsville 
while
Mr. Lyon was pastor here and 
her
death will be mourned by 
many
friends.
Death Comes In Old Age.
Mrs. Angelina Williams died We
d-
nesday at the home of her s
on-in-
law, H. C. Richards, aged e
ighty-
four years. She was taken
 with
congestion Sunday. She is surv
ived
by four children. One of her
 sons,
J. Walter Williams, re
sides in
Louisville. The interment will 
take
place at Pembroke today an
d the
remains were taken there this 
morn-
ing. Mrs. Williams was a k
ind and
useful lady and her death 
causes
much sorrow amolig all her 
friends.
RIDERS IN OWEN
OWENTON, Ky., March 12
.-
Mounted and heavily armed, a 
band
of fifty Night Riders rode into
 New
Liberty, this county, early Wedn
es-
day morning, burned two w
are-
houses, destroyed 20,000 pounds 
of
tobacco, smashed in the plate-gl
ass
front of Bond Bros.' store, shot t
he
windows out of two residences, 
in
one of which an old wonaan lay dy
-
ing.
The outbreak is the first caused by
the tobacco war in this county and
the citizens are deeply stirred.
Judge Cammack has summoned a
special grand jury, which he wil
l
charge to investigate the attack.
FRANKFORT 771
FRANKFORT, Ky., March 12.-
The house today defeated the bil
l
increasing salary of circuit judges
to $4,000 a year.
The senate voted to repeal the
barber inspection bill.
The senate appropriated $10,000
for a monument to Kentucky s
ol-
diers at Shiloh battlefield.
GRAIN MARKET
Wheat Open High Low Close
July  90 90% 89 8934
Sept 
May  94%3 9534 9 X 943,4
Corn
July 6234 62% 61% 619





%TAU 12.52 12.53 12.32
May 12.12 12.12 11.92 11.96
L srd
Jan  8.07 8.07 7.97 7.97


















Clover Seed $11 to $13 Bushel




$2.50 to $2.65 Bu
$2-50 to $2.55 Bu
DAYBREAK
FERTILIZERS *
Special and Standard Tobacco Growers Lake
Erie, Fish, Guano, Indian Brand Truck
and Tobacco Grower. T
PIONEER
Woven Wire Field Fences Barbed and Smooth-icor
eitS 
Wire, Rabbit and Poultry Fence, Poultry 6
Netting, Staples and all kinds
of Hardware
1.6
Buggies, Harness, Wagons,*c 4s
Come to See Us





In the Stud Season of 1908-1909
This Being His Home
And Is Here to Stay 
Christian County's Best Bred Trotting
Stallion, also the Best Individual
Directogo is a dark, rich mahoga
ny bay, 15 hands high,
two hind white feet and as fine a boned horse
as you ever saw. Has natural style, speed and
 action at all times,
in and out of harness. His colts have action lik
e horses that have
been educated. Direetogo is double gaited and s
ome of his colts are
the best of combined horses. Directogo is the
 only 9-year-old horse
here or ever was here that has a colt with a reco
rd. Ruby Fry, colt
of Directogo, making a record of 2.1334 last fall i
n Pennsylvania, in
the seventh heat. How is that for speed and durabil
ity? For racing
or road use you can't make a mistake b
y breeding to Directogo,
and for sale horses you can refer back to last f
all during the panic
and money scare when four two-year-olds,
 unbroken, and one
three-year-old, broken, averaging over
 $250 per head at VanCleve's
sale, this being all of his get sold in this sale.
Directogo will make the Season of 1908 at my Stab
le,
Hopkinsville, Ky., and we will be glad to have yo
u look
him over, ask for tabulated pedigree, and you wi
ll see the
best bred horse in Western Kentucky.
TERMS---$20.00, Cash or Bankable Note,
With Return Privileges.
We have grass paddocks and box stalls
 for any that want to
leave tneir mares. Will use every pre
caution to avoid accident,
but not responsible should any occur.
 Very respEctfully,
J. E • COOL K1
++++++44-444++++.
Field Seed
We have anything you want in this line. Be sure
4474 to get our prices before you buy. We exchange
63% everything with you. Bring us your corn and get
12.35 top prices either in seed or 
money.










All the Time—Torturing Eczema
Covered H3r Body—Could Not
Sleep—Doctor Said Sores Would
Last for Years—Skin Now Clear.
• CURED IN THREE MONTHS
BY CUTICURA REMEDIES
"I take great pleasure in telling you
what a great help it was for me to use
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment
for my baby niece. She was suffering
from that terrible torture, eczema. It
was all over her body but the worst was
on her face and hands. Her hands were
so bad that she could not hold anything.
She cried and scratched all the time and
could not sleep night or day from the
scratching. I had her under the doc-
tor's care for a year and a half and he
seemed to do her no good. I took her
to the best doctor in the city and he said
that she would have the sores until she
was six years old. But if I had de-.
pended on the doctor my baby would
have lost her mind and died from the
want of aid.
"I used all the remedies that every-
body told me about and I tortured the
child almost to death. Then I gaw in
the paper how Cuticura was the thing
for irritating skin. I bathed her with
warm water and Cuticura Soap and used
the Cuticura Ointment. She was cured
in three months. Now her skin is as
clear and irmooth as it could be. I shall
recommend the use of Cuticura wherever
I see the skin in bad condition. Alice
L. Dowell, 4769 Easton Ave., St. Louis,
Mo., May 2 ands20, 1007."
GROWS HAIR
Cuticura Removes Dandruff and
Soothes Itching Scalps.
Warm shampoos with Cuticura Soap,
and light dressings with Cuticura, pre-
vent dry, thin, and falling hair, remove
crusts, scales, and dandruff, destroy
hair parasites, soothe irritated, itching
surfaces, stimulate the hair follicles,
loosen the scalp skin, supply the roots
with energy and nourishment, and
make the hair grow upon a sweet,
wholesome, healthy scalp when all
other treatment fails.
Complete External and Internal Treatment for
Every Humor of Infants. Children, and Adults coal
gists of Cut leura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin, Cuti-
curs Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin, and Cutl-
curs Resolvent (50c.),(or in the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills. 25c. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Bold throughout the world. Potter Drug 44 Chem.
Corp.. Sole Props.. Boston. Maas
oirMailed Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases.
BEST IN THE WORLD
WASHINGTON, D. C. March 7.—
Charges of inefffaient marksman-
ship made by Commander W. S.
Sims against the Thaited States navy
on account of the results of the
Spanish-American *az. Were repeat-
ed before the senate committee on
naval affairs by Professor Philip R.
Alger, of the Naval Academy. The
resiults of the examination of the
Spanish ships made by Professor
Alger fo'lowing the battle of Santi-
ago showed that out of 9,060 shots
fled the percentage was less than
I Our.
:Professor Alger defended the
Ainerican navy, however. He de-
clared that American gunnery was
a* good as that of any navy at that
time, and that at the present time
there was no navy in the world that
would surpass the American in
straight shooting.
In a Pinch, Use Alien's Foot-Ease.
A powder for tired, aching, swol-
len feet. We have over 30,000 tt sti-
rnonials. All druggists, 25c. Don't
accept any substitute. Trial pack-
age free by mail. Address Allen S.
Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
g PERFECT CONFIDENCE,
'Horkinsville People Have Good
Reason For Complete Reliance.
Do you know how—
To find quick relief from back-
ache ;
To correct distressing urinary ills;
To surely cure sick kidneys?
Jut one . way --your ne!ghbors
kn
Have proved their worth in many
tests.
Here's Hopkinsvilie testimony.
Mrs. W. C. Davis. 829 'West
• Seventh Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.,
, says: Mr. Davis has never had an
occasion to use Doan's Kidney Pills
or any other kidney medicine since
, he recommended them in tha sum-
mer of 1903. For years prior to that
. time he had been an almost constant
sufferer from kidney trouble. He
had intense pains in his back which
extended to his shoulders and an-
• noyed him all day. They prevented
him from sleeping during the night.
The relief lie obtained from the use
of Don's Kidney Pills which he got
at L. A. Johnson & Co's. drug store
was surprising. They acted giffer-,
ently from any remedy he every
tried and he has never had a recur-
rence of the trouble since using this
valuable remedy four years ago.
: It spelets pretty strongly for Doan's
Kidne,. Pll Is that cured him."
For sal:-3 by all dealers. Price 50
cents leostes-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
• New Yolk. sole agents for the
,United WHY s.
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NIGHT RIDER SUITS
NAMES OF ALLEGED MEMBERS
OF BAND GIVEN
Hollowell and His Wife Claim They
Were Driven Out Of Cald-
well County.
The special telegram in Thursday's
New Era teliing of the Hollowell
Night Rider suits in the federal
court at Paducah, was read with
great interest. The .following ac-
count of the suit, containing the
names of the persons alleged to be
Night Riders, is taken from the Pa-
ducah Daily Sun:
"Alleged Night Riders of Caldwell
county have been sued in
the federal court here for $100,000
by Robert H. and Mary Hollowell,
I Vandergriff county, Ind., who
declare they were whipped and shot
and driven from the state by the de-
fendants and others unknown, to
prevent their testifying in the courts
of Caldwell county against the de-
fendants.
'The names of the defendants,who
are being served with subpoenaes by
Elwood Neel, deputy United States
marshal, are John E. Hollowell, J.
W. Hollowell, Lula Hollowell, Wal-
lace Oliver, Firm Oliver, gilt Oliver,
Jos. Murphy, John Turner, William
Tuner, Willsiam Larkin, Sid Smith,
Otis Smith, James Hyde, Malachi
Pickering, Buck Lacey,Urey Lacey,
Lucian McKinney, B. Malone, Ma-
rion Brown, Edgar Oliver, Spurlin
Murphy, Wm. Murphy, Richard
Pool, James Chambers, Jack Cham-
bers, Joseph Cantrell, John Gray,
William Tandy and Ed Brown.
'The alleged outrage -took place
May 2, 1907, at Hollowell's country
homein Caldwell county, when Mrs
Hollowell was shot in tbe face,
threats were made to burn the house
and both of them were whipped.
"The petition alleges that the out-
rage was committed to prevent
them being witnesses against the
defendants in the courts of Caldwell
The Badge of Honesty
Is on every wrapper of Doctor Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery because a full
list of the ingredients composing it is
printed there in plain English. Forty
years of experience has proven its superior
worth as a blood purifier and invigorat-
ing tonic for the cure of stomach disorders
and all liver ills. It builds up the run-
down system as no other tonic can in
which alcohol is used. The active medic-
inal principles of native roots such as
Gulden Seal and Queen's root, Stone and
Mandrake root, Bloodroot and Black
Chorrybark are extracted and preserved
by the use of chemically pure, triple-
refined glycerine. Send to Dr. R. V. Pierce
at Buffalo, N. Y., for free booklet which
quotes extracts from well-recognized med-
ical authorit!p such as Drs. Bartholow,
King, Scudd Coe, Ellingvsood and a
host of otlieç showing that these roots
can be nded upon for their curative
action i all weak states of the stomach,
accom ied y indigestion or dyspepsia
as well I 11 bilious or liver complaints
and in I —asting diseases" where there
Is los flesh and gradual running down
of t strength and system.
- The "Golden Medical Discovery" makes
ric re blood and so invisorates an
re
stisl„,..thrt2ue win. the whole system;
Thus all skin affections, blotches, pimples
and eruptions as well as scrofulous swel-
lings and old open running sores or ulcers
are cured and healed. In treating old
running sores, or ulcers, it is well to in-
sure their healing to apply to them Dr.
Pierce's All-Healing Salve. If your drug-
gist don't happen to have this Salve in
stock, send fifty-four cents in postage
stamps to Dr. R. V. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel
and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y., and
a largo box of the "All-Healing Salve"
will reach you by return post.
You can't afford to accept a secret nos-
trum as a substitute for this non-alcoholic,
medicine OF KNOWN COMPOSITION, not
even though the urgent dealer may
thereby make a little bigger profit.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate
and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels.




The New Era is in receipt for pub-
lication of the followi ig tribute
from the Planters' Protective as-
sociation:
To the bereaved family of our de-
parted comrade, W. G. Miller, Ben-
ton, Marshall County, K7.
We have learned today, with
genuine sorrow, of the demise of one
of our co-workers and directors, in
great cause, which the Planters'
Protective association espouses
against the foes of the planters'
interests, the tobacco monopolies,
the money power.
While tendering his family our
sincere sympathy, we invoke the
presence of the great God. We do
county. 
jnot bid him good-bye in the sense of
"The petition continued: 
'They his having left us forever, but in the
with others ir the night time be-
i sense of his having simply crossed
tween midnight and daylight came
I the river into the garden of para-
and with shooting into his house and 
dise, where he will meet us and
attempts to burn said house took the 
great us in the sweet bye-and-bye.
plaintiff, R. H. Hollowell, prisoner 
May this divine love be with those
and whipped him and put him in 
sorrowing ill this hour of trial. At
great fear, and did greatly damage 
eventide may they have softly,
plaintiff's house and made it neces-
ary to flee the country to save the
lives of himself and fami.ly and to
lose and sacrifice all his property.'
"Mrs. Hollowell adds they took
her and her son from her husband
and 'did shoot her and throw her
down and kick her in the side.'
To Braak in New Shoes Always Use
Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder. It
prevents tightness and blistering,
cures swollen, sweating, aching feet.
At all druggists and shoe stores 25c.
Sample tnoijed free. Address. A. S.
Olmstead, Leroy, N. Y.
kindly light and at midnight when
the moot' falls aslant their homee,
may they have peaceful, restful
sleep, may the guidance of the Great
Healer and time assuage the an-
guish of their hearts.
C. H. Fort.
G. A. McElawie' (ommittee.F.G. Ewing.
George Snadon.
Mrs. N. E. Greene, Secretary.
Guthrie, Ky. • This March 4, 1908.
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DIVORCE SUIT CHARGE
BY "400" HIGH FLYERS
Mrs. Batonyi Names 10 Co-Respon-
dents and Her Hnsband Goes
Her One Better.
NEW YORK, March 6.—The hid-
den warfare that has been waging
for six months past ' between Mrs.
Fannie Burke-Roche-Batonyi, the
well known society leader, and her
husband, the profegsional whip,
Aurel Batoni,burst into open conflict
in the filing by Mrs. Batonyi of a
suit for divorce, in which she names
ten co-respondents, closely followed
by a conter action, instited by her
husband, in which he names eleven
co-respondents.
Both actions were begun in special
term, part one, of the supreme court
before Justice O'Gorman, and so-
ciety is promised a series of sensa-
tiona4lisclosures in the near future,
for couhsel on both sides gave posi-
tive assurances today of their pur-
pose to have the whole affair thresh-
ed out.in open court.
For the present social circles in
New York and Newport wile be
chiefly interested in the fact that
the chief co-respondent named by
Mr. Batonyi is Frank K. Sturgis
banker, broker, society man and
secretary of the Jockey club, who
lives with his wife in a handsome
residence, No. 17 East Fifty-first
street, and is as well-known in the
"400" as is Mrs. Batonyi.
The details of Mr. Batonyi's
charges are being kept ompletely
guarded for the present. tt it was
learned tonight that tl, 'iusband
MRS. AUAEL BATONYI.
She was formerly Mrs. Burke-
Roche and has been prominent in
Newport society. She is fond of
horses and dogs, and the picture
shows her with two of her pets.
charges Mr. Sturgis with being the
chief offender in the wreck of his
domestic happiness, and assigns the
Sturgis private yacht as the scene of
most of the dozen or more acts that
he complains of.
JOHN M'COMB DEAD
FORMERLY A CITIZEN OF CHRIS-
1 IAN COUNTY.
One of Louisville's Best Known ro-
bacco Men.—Had Been Injured
By a Fall.
LOUISVILLE, Ky , March 6.—
From injuries received in a fall in
the rear of his home, at 743 Third
avenue, two weeks ago, John W.
McComb, formerly one of the best-
known tobacco men on the local
breaks, passed away at his home
yesterday afternoon at 5.30 o'clock.
Mr. McComb was 69 years of age
and a native of •Chrtstian county,
where he had conducted a large
farm, on which large crops of tobac-
co were raised. It was here that he
became familiar with raising tobac-
co, which so well fitted him for the
years he spent on the breaks.
In 1873 Mr. McComb moved to
Louisville and for four years con-
ducted a tobacco drayage company
at Eleventh and Main streets. He
was elected a tobacco inspector by
the Louisville Leaf Tobacco ex-
change in 1879. For twenty years
he held this position and thousands
of pounds of tobacco were inspected
by him. Seven years ago Mr. Mc-
Comb went into the insurance•busi-
ness, and up to the time of his death
was connected with the Preferred
Accident Insurance company of
New York.
Mr. McComb was a member of the
Broadway Baptist church. His wife,
formerly Miss Julia Gass, daughter
of a prominent merchant of Hop-
kinsville,died 8 years ago. One son,
Jesse McComb, a Spanish-American
War veteran, and manager of
Heath's billard rooms, and one
daugh ter, MissAnna David McComb,
survive. Frank Mc Comte formerly
a well-known athlete of the city,
and another son, Dudley McComb,
died about eight years ago. Three
brothers, Lyman McComb, a tobac-
co dealer of Pembroke; Dudley Mc-
Comb, a farmer, of Midway, Ky.,
and Walter McComb, of Nashville,
and two sisters, Mrs. Mollie Rich-
ards, of Louisville, and Mrs. C. F.
Jarrett, of Hopkinsville, Ky., also
survive.
The furnal services will he held at
10:30 o'clock to-morrow morning at
the residence and the burial will be
in Cave Hill cemetery.
Cures Cancer and Blood Poison.
If you have blood poison produc-
ing eruptions, pimples, ulcers, swol-
len glands, bumps and risings,
burning itching skin, copper-colored
spots or rash on the skin, mucous
patches in mouth or throat, falling
hair, bone pains, old rheumatism or
foul catarrh, take Botanic Blood
Balm (B. B. B.) It kills the poison
in the blood; soon all sores, eurp-
tions heal, hard swellings subside,
a lies an pains stop and a perfect
cure is made of the worst cases of
Blood Poison.
For cancer, tumors, a Nellings,
eating sores, ugly ulcers, persistent
pimples of all kinds, take B. B. B.
It destroys the cancer of all kinds,
cures the worst humors or suppurat-
ing swellings. Thousands cured by
B.B.B. after all else fails. B. B. B.
composed of pure botanic ingred-
ients. Improves the digestion,
makes the blood pure and rich,
stops the awful itching and all sharp
shooting pains. Throughly tested
for thirty years. Druggist, $1 per
large bottle, with complete direc-
tions for home cure. Sample free
and prepaid by writing Blood Balm
Co., Atlanta, Ga. Describe trouble
and free medical advice also sent in
sealed letter.
%-11.,11M.41...11..rerA IV, 11",• V Iro-IL.Nrir"IL
; Dr. Edwards, Specialist,
; 
Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat. Test made free of
; 
charge for glasses. Phoe-
nix Bldg., Main:St , Hop-
C kinsville,;Ky.
71
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STEPFATHER OF JAMES BOYS.
ST. JOSEPH, Mo., Macrli, 6.—
Dr. Reuben Samuels, stepfather of
Frank and Jesse James, died in the
state hospital for the insane here to-
day, aged 82 years,
When Dr, Samuels was a resident
of KearneY, Mo., in 1876, a bomb
was thrown into his house, suppos-
edly by detectives, which blew off
the arm of his wife, mother of the
James boys, and killed his seven-
year-old son, Arthur.
ES 0M C) Xt. X AS..










the pain and horror of
child-birth. The thought
of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mothet
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
confinement of all pain and dn;,,-er, and insures safety to life of mother
and child This scientific liniment is a god-send to all women at the
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's' Friend
carry women safely through the perils of child-birth, but its use
gently prepares the system for the coming event, prevents "morning
sickness," and other dis-
comforts of this period.
Sold by all druggists at
$1.00 per bottle. Book
containing valuable information free.










Are such:that we can get out
anything in the way:oft dressed
material on very short notice
We Are Confident
that we have in our employ the
most skilled workmen in the
city and guarantee the quality
of our mill work to be first
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Incorporated
bum./
To Our Friends and Patrons: 11
We wish to say to you that we shall be in the field with more.
enthusiasm than ever, seeking to claim a good portion of your
business. We will have at all times a full line of
Sheet Metal Building Materials, Cistern Pumps
Rain Water Filters, Roof Paints, etc.
At such low prices you cannot afford to place your orders elsewhere.'
We wish to thank you for yovr contributions to our success for the past
year, and any good things that you may say of us or any business that
o u may send us will be greatly appreciated. ,
E. V. Johnson
Claude P. Johnson, Mar.




Call iumb.:500, Home 1121. Postel Block
J. MILLER CLARK
•
may become members of the band,
ou certainly do not know what you
are doing.
You are committing felony after
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IN GRAVES COUNTY!
CHAIRMAN OF THE ASSOCIATION
MAKES STRONG APPEAL.




To the tobacco growers of Graves
county, Kentucky: The time has
come for every good citizen to speak
out. There is an organization known
as Night Riders going about at night
- terrorizing. certain classes of citizens
le ming property and whipping
some individuals and otherwise
, frightening citizens.
Now this is all wrong and con-
stitutes high crime. I don't know
who they are, but I ids lit ow they
AN acting in the capacity or in-
dividuals, And as such are amenable
to the law. I have always condemn-
ed mob law. I have said publicly
and privately that I was opposed to
"Night Riders." I have Hever con-
sidered it my duty to write con-
cerning it until now. I have been
creditably informed that the" 'Night
Riders" have posted a threatening
notice on Lawson's mill, in Graves
county. [had hoped that lawless-
ness, of this kind would not come
into•Grves county. Now, my hope
is gime, and I call on all good citi-
zen A to lend a helping hand to sup-
preen all illegal acts of the above
character.
,s/i want every member of the Dark
'tobacco association to discourage
ism* everything that points to violence
of any kind. I don't want you to
encourage it by word or nod of the
head or a wink of the eye. I want
-to advise those who are not mem-
bers to not prJvoke violence by
threats or by purchasiag guns _and
ammunition and making public an-
nouncement how many you can kill
before they can get you. The notice
that is posted on Lawson's mill
orders certain "Hill Billies" not to
deliver their tobacco. I will say to
all persons who have sold, who are
not members of the association, de-
liver your tobacco, according to
contract, and do it in the daytime.
We have closed the books of the
usociation, and there is no way for
nyone to join at this time. So there
nothing for the nonassociation
al to do except to sell outside.
..Any demand that prohibits outsiders
/ selling is unjust and will not be
tolerated. I want to say to all
"Night Riders," and those that
4t
6 for all time to come. The scriptures
say be sure your sins will find you
out, and some of you may go to the
"pen" ten years from now. Now
I have an idea that some of the band
are boys who are led astray by older'
person3. My advice to all young
moo? is to keep out of such things.
My plan is to persuade men to come
into our association and help us to
win good prices for our tobacco by
conducting the business in such a
manner as to win the confidence of
k all men. Public sentiment molds
all law, mob or legal. I find that
the:members of the association are
afraid to raise their voices in oppo-
sition to "Night Riders. What I
ea" have said may cost me my barns
and tobacco, andiperhaps some hide.
Notwithstanding, I have I:written
what I believe to be right, and I am
afraid. Respectfully,
J. W. USHER, Chairman.
No Use To Die
"1 have found out that there is no
use to die of lung trouble as long as
you can get Dr. King's New Discov-
ery," says Mrs. J.P. White,of Rush-
boro, Pa. "I would not be alive to-
day only for that wonderful medi-
cine. It loosens up a cough quicker
than anything else, and cures lung
disease even after the case is pro-
nounced hopeless." This most re-
liable remedy for coughs and colds
lagrippe, asthma, bronchitis and
hoarseness. Trial bottle free. It is
sold under guarantee at Cook's
Pharmacy and Cook & Higgins'
drug store. 60c and $1.





New York eats meat, Canada
eats pork and Iceland eats fat.
The colder the climate the fatter
the food because fat heats the
body and heat is life.
The finest fat that grows makes
Scott's Emulsion
It is the Norwegian Cod Liver
Oil. SCOTT'S EMULSION is
full of heat and nourishment. It
has a power in it that givec
vigor and new flesh to those
who suffer from consumption
and other wasting diseases.
All Druggists; 50c. and $1.00.
GONE TO REWARD
•
Mrs. Wilson Passes Away At Her
Home,—Beloved Lady.
(From Monday's Daily.)
Mrs. Fannie E. Wilson, died this
mornieg at 6 o'clock at her home at
Howell. Mrs. Wilson had been al-
most an invalid for several months
and suffered from some heart trou-
ble.
She was the widow of the late Dr.
E. A. Wilson who, until the time of
his death, practiced medicine
through that section. She was a
devoted member of the Olivet Bap-
tist church and a Chrisean in every
sense of the word. Her ministra-
tions to the afflicted of every degree
and her many kindnesses to every
one with whom she came in contact,
made her universally beloved.
She is survived by three children,
Edward A. Wilson, of Henderson,
Mrs. Graves Lyle and 0. M. Wilson,
of Howell. One sister, Mrs. T. L.
Bacon, and a brother, George W.
Edwards, both of this city, also sur-
vive her.
The funeral services will be held
at the residence tomorrow afternoon
at 2 o'clock and interment will take
place in the family burying ground
on the place.
A Baby
should be sunshine in the home. and
will be if you give it White's Cream
Vertnifuge, the greatest worm medi-
cine ever offered for suffering hu-
manity. This remedy is becoming
the permanent fixture of well regu-
lated households—A mother, with
children, can't get along without a
bottle of White's Cream Vermifuge
in the house. It is the purest and
best medicine that money can buy.
Sold by L. A. Johnson & Co.
"NOT GUILT
Is Jury's Verdict In Alleged Night
Rider's Trial.
PRINCETON, Ky., March 7.
—The trial of John T. Jackson3ter-
ininated in the acquittal of Jackson.
The jury was out about 16 nainutes.
Courtroom was packed all during
the trial by an intensely interestea
crowd. Jackson was accused of
being a member of the Night Riders
who destroyed the tobacco factories
at this place on the night of Novem-
ber 38, 1907.
His defence was an alibi. It is
now said that the switches found at
the door of witness of the prosecu-
tion was placed there as "a joke"
by a member of the family.
How to Avoid Appendicitis
Most victims of appendicitis are
those who are habitually constipat-
ed. Foley's Orino Laxative cures
chronic constipation by stimulating
the liver and bowels and testores the
natural action of the bowels. Foley's
Orino Laxative does not nauseate or
gripe and is mild and pleasant to
take. Refuse substitutes. L. A.
Johnson & Co.
DIES IN MISSOURI
PRINCETON, Ky., March 7.—
ENTERS INTO RE5.1:4-4-44-4-4-4-4-4-44-44--4-4**4-4-44-4-44-44-44-**********-41,.... March 11th and 12th t
14.
AFTER A LIFE OF ACTIVITY AND 4










1 Capt. Cincinnatus D. ;B el I Passes
Away In This City.—Mourned
By Community.
(From Saturday's Daily)
The announcement in Friday's
New Era of the death of Capt. Cin-
cinnatus D. Bell was read with gen-
uine sorrow by hundreds of friends i
and acquaintances and everywhere
expressions of regret and sincere
tributes of respect and love to a good
man's memory were heard. 4
Capt. Bell has entered into peace
after much pain and suffering, and
has gone to the reward of a saint in
the Lord and of a well lived, useful
and inspiring life. The end came
yesterday afternoon about 2 o'clock
and his devoted wife and sons were
with him when he died. Bright's
disease was the cause of death and
his life for the last few days had
in 
late Dr. John F. Bell, a Virginian 4
by birth and a gentleman of fine an- 4 (Incorporated)
cestry, who came to Kentucky in The Exclusive Shoe Store.
1811. Dr. Bell was a foremost phy-







Ever Shown in Hopkinsville and Cordially Invite all
the Ladies to Visit Our Store.
They will all be arranded on tables where
you can see them without feeling that
you are diving us any trouble.
been hanging as by a thread. WCapt. Bell was born August 16, 1833 4 •arfi idthis county an.d was a son of the l4 West Shoe Co. t
1°.
cinnatus Bell was born at the old at"tar
t"taltal"1.1.1"t"ItatItut****40.1"/"Itrtattutat
tati.4"0"1" ertmt *tat
Davis place and was reared to man-
hood near Oak Grove and resided in
that vicinity up to a few years ago
when he retired from active pur-
suits and came to Hopkinsville to
spend his declining years. He was
educated in the county schools and
attended Georgetown college from
which he was graduated in 1854. All
his life he successfu,lly followed
farming as an occupation. He was
married October 29. 1867 to Miss An-
nie M. Peay, who was a daughter of
Austin Peay. Three sons of this
marriage survive. These are Dr.
John Bell, Judge Douglas Bell and
Dr. Austin Bell. His first wife died
a number of years ago. His second
wife, who was Miss Mattie Buckner,
survives him. He leaves one broth-
er, Capt. Darwin Bell. His other
brother, John H. Bell, Sr., died a W. W. Warre
n, and family, of
few months ago. Paducah, and R. 
F. Warren, of
Capt. Bell had a splendid record Guthrie, and Ralp
h 0. Warren, of
as a Confederate soldier. He was in Elkton, all met he
re and the five
Woodward's Second Kentucky cav- brothers had a pl
easant reunion.
airy, serving as adjutant with the
rank of captain. No braver soldier
served the South and his gallantry
and efficiency were often commend-
ed by his superior officers.
He was a Democrat in politics and
took a deep and active interest in
political movements in which he
was a leader.
Capt. Bell was a devout Christian,
a deep student of the Bible and a
member of the Baptist church. He
found constant joy in his religion
and made the golden rule his daily
precept. Mr. W. J. Elliot
t is on the sick
In his home life he was kind, con- list.
siderate and courteous, as well as
affectionate, and to his wife and
sons the sympathy of the entire
community goes out in their great
bereavement.
Capt. Bell was a gentleman of
strong intellect, positive character
and a very attractive personality.
He was genuine and candid in his
relations to his fellowmen, plain and
direct in his dealings and speech,
but always his heart was tender
with an abounding and sympathetic
love for humanity. His forceful
character and manly dignity left 
Rev. F. Starbird, of East Ray-
their impress wherever he was 
mond, Maine, says: "I have used
Buckien's Arnica Salve for several
known, and he embodied all the years, on my old army wou
nd and
requisites that conserve and pro- other obstinate'sores, and
 find it is
mote the interests of the community, the best healer in the worl
d. I use
The remains were taken last night it too with_great success in my
 vete-
to the residence of John H. Bell, a rinary busYness. 26c at 
Cook & Rig-
nephew of the deceased, and this gins and Cook's Pharmacy
. •
morning were removed to the home• • 
of Dr. John Bell in South Christian,
where funeral services were held
this afternoon. Interment in the
family burying grounds.
 ̀ ••••• 
Of Vital importance.
No other organ of the body are so
CERULEAN NO1 ES.
John Castleberry, aged 72 years, a ess
ential to good health as the kid-
neys. Foley's Kidneys Remedy
prominent and highly respected cit- makes the kidneys healthy so that
izen of this section of the state, died they will strain out the impurities
yesterday at East Prairie,Mo.,where from the blood which is constan
tly
he had gone to visit his son, Sanford passi
ng through them. Commence
Castleberry. The body was taken I 
taking Foley's Kidney Remedy at
the first sign of danger. L. A. John-
to New Prospect church, near here, son & Co.
for burial today. He had a large




and remember the next time you
suffer from pain caused by damp
weather—when your head nearly
bursts from neuralgia—try Ballard's
Snow Liniment. It will cure you. A
prominent business man of Hemp-
stead, Texas, writes: "I have used
your liniment. Previous to using it
I was a great sufferer from rheuma-
tism and neuralgia. I am pleased to
say that now I am free from these
complaints. I am sure I owe this to
your liniment.". Sold by L. A. John-
10
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If your chest pains and you are
unable to sleep because of a cough.
Buy a bottle of Ballard's Horehound
Syrup, and you won't have any
cough. Get a bottle now and that
cough will not last long. A cure for
all pulmonary diseases. Mrs. J—,
Galveston, Texas, writes: "I can't
say enough for Ballard's Horehound
Syrup. The relief it has given me is
all that is necessary for me to say."
Sold by L. A. Johnson.
416. 
Dr. King's New Life Pills
The best In the world.
_ • .4,6„ -
Capt. R. S. Pool has gone to Flor-
ida oil a business trip. If he does




Mr. Elijah Ladd's family have all
about recovered from measles..
There were ten cases of it in his fam-
ily.
Mrs. F. A. Rawls entertained the
Cerulean Springs flinch elm
rot. 11. A. Howell, of -Havana, Cuba,
Recommends Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
Mr. Sam Warren, an old Trigg
county boy and his wife and two
children arrived at Cerulean a few
days ago to spend the summer. This
Is Mr. Warren's first visit to his rel-
atives for over eighteen years. He
spent several years at Butte City,
Montana, where he was married.
For four years he has been down in
Mexico west of the city of Mexico.
He has been located five days' jour-
ney from a railroad and in a coun-
try that can only be reached by
horseback. All of the ore is carried
to the railroad on pack mules.
relatives
The Cerulean Springs prizing
house has turned out about 130 hogs-
heads )f tobacco. Mr. T. 0. Turner
has charge of the storage and priz-
ing houses now. They are receiving
quite a lot of tobacco each week.
Mrs. Ella Caldwell began a spring
school here last Monday. She has
over thirty pupils enrolled.
An effort is being made to have a
graded school established at Ceru-
lean in time for fall school term.
•••••410—
Best Healer in the World
_
"As long ago as T can remember
my mother was a faithful user and
friend of Cnamberlainla Cough
Remedy, but never in my life have
I realized its true value until now,"
writes Prof. H. A. Howell, of How-
ell's American School, Havana,
Cuba. "On the night of February
3rd our baby was taken sick with a
severe cold, the next day was worse,
and the following night his condi-
tion was desperate. He could not
lie down and it was necessary to
have him in the arms every moment
and even then his breathing was
difficult. I did not think he would
live until morning. At last I
thought of my mother's remedy,
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
which we gave, and it afforded
prompt relief, and now, three days
later, he has fully recovered. Un-
der the circumstances I would not
hesitate a moment in saying that
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, and
that only, saved the life of our dear
little boy." For sale by Anderson-
Fowler Drug Co., incorporated.
ca.PXtIA..






The entire inner portion of the body is covered with mucou
s membrane;
this membranous tissue is abundantly supplied with blood
 vessels, veins,
arteri 1, and capillaries. Each of these is constantly suppl
ying to this tissue
or lining, blood to nourish and strengthen it and keep th
e system healthy.
When the blood becomes infected with catarrhal matter
 it is not able to fur-
nish the required amount of healthful properties, but fee
ds the parts with
Impurities which disease the membranes and tissues so 
that they become
irritated and inflamed, and Catarrh, with all its disagre
eable and dangerous
symptoms, is established in the system. There is a con
stant ringing in the
ears, a thin, watery discharge from the nostrils, the breath
 has an offensive
odor, slight fever often accompanies the disease, and 
gradually the entire
health becomes affected and the system upset and de
ranged. In its earlier
stages, when Catarrh is confined to the nose and th
roat, sprays, washes,
inhalations, etc., are soothing and in a way beneficia
l, because they are
cleanly and usually antiseptic, but such treatment has no 
curative effect,
because it does not reach the blood. To cure Catarrh th
e blood must be pur-
ified, and this is just what S. S. S does. It
goes down into the circulation and attacks
the disease at its foundation; it removes the
cause and makes the blood pure and healthy.
• • •
 Then the blood vessels are filled with fresh
,
reinvigorated blood, which is carried to all
the mucous surfaces and linings, the inflam-
mation and irritation are corrected, the symp-
toms all disz.-.ppear, the health is improved and Catar
rh is permanently cured.
Book on Catarrh and any medical advice free to a
ll who write.
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NEVER LEAK -2j
What never leak? Exactly; never leak, never needs repairs of any
kind, and last as long as the building itself. Neither melting snow, nor '
the worst driving rain can possibly reach the interior of the building
that's covered with Cortright Metal Shingles. Pretty good recommen-
dation isn't it? In addition we might add they're fire-proof and light-
ning proof too. Think of it! and they are not as expensive as other
forms of roofing. Step in and we'll show them to you.
Send for a S6-page booklet, ."Rightly Roofed Buildings," free.









































CORNER EIGHTH AND CLAY STREETS.









'NIGHT RIDERS REMOVED IT FROM
s
BARN
They Notified Farmer of Blaze and
Then Rode Off in Differert
Directions.
A band of Night Riders burned a
thresher owned by John Langford,
near Port Royal. Mr. Langford re-
cently sold his farm to Doc Foust,
who lives on it. The Night Riders
went to the place, rolled the thresh-
er that belonged to Langford out of
the barn and set fire to it, being very
careful, however, to place it at a safe
distance from any other property
which might catch fire. After hav-
ing set fire to the thresher they went
to the home of a neighbor and told
him to go over and watch the blaze
so that the barn would not catch fire.
They also went to Foust's home a
short distance away and called Mr.
Foust out and told him to go and see
that nothing else except the thresh-
er was burned. The men then sep-
arated, going in different directions.
Mr. Langford did not belong to the
Association, and had moved to Sum-
ner county. It was his intention to
move his threshing machine to his
new home so soon as the condition
of the .roads justified,-Clarksville
Leaf Chronicle.
$100.00 paid by Dr. Shoop for any
recent case of grippe or acute cold
that a 25c box of Preven tics will not
break. How is this for an offer?
The doctor's.supreme confidence in
this little candy cold cure tablets-
preventics-is certainly complete.
It's a $100, against 26c-pretty big
odds. And, Prevontics, remember,
contain no quinine, no laxative,
nothing harsh nor sickening. Pneu-
monia would never appear if early
colds were always broken. Safe and
sure for feverish children. 48 Pre-











At this time of the year, Cold In
The Heal and Nasal Catarrh are
prevalent. Many users of Para-
eamph are not aware that it will re-
lieve and cure these ailments.
• Don't dose your sto
mach with
powerful drugs which always leave
hal after-effect and in a great
many instances do serious harm,
but try Paracamph. You will be
agreeably surprised at the results.
Take a small qnantity on the end
of the finger, put it well ;into the
nostril and snu-ff hard, so AA to get
the remedy up into the channels of
the nose and until it runs back into
the throat. Do this until the chan-
nels of the nose are opened; then
rub the outside of the nose and fore-
head thouroughly applying Para-
eamph freely, as this will stimulate
the circulation, remove congestion,
&pen the pores and draw out the
le-r.r and inflammation by inducing
sweating.
When Paraca.mp is used in this
manner, it goes immediately to the
diseased and inflamed membranes,
cobling, ',.soothing and healing the
same. It also kills the disease
terms.
The principle of Paracamph is
direct contact. It opens the pores
of the skin, one of the mediums
through which the body throws off
Its impurities, permitting the sooth-
ing, healing oils to penetrate direct
to the interior c_lls, and removing
all soreness, fever and inflammation
by inducing perspiration.
This treatment should be repeated
several times and always upon
arising in the morning:and at night
before retiring.
After a thorough trial, if you are
not perfectly satisfied with the re-
sults, go to your druggist and lie will
give you your money back.
Paracamph il has relieved many
sufferers, and will cure without
harming. It does not as other rem-
edies do. deaden the nerves; but it
stimulates them so they may per-
form their natural functions.
Paracamph is sold and recom-
inendded by L. L., ELGIN.
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FOR FAT MAN OR LEAN?
— — — —
The Before-and-After Candidates Are Fighting for Christian Coun
ty
- Great Struggle Expected
CHARLES W. FAIRBANKS.
Indiana's standard bearer, prominent.
ly in the race fp, the presidency.
With the nearer approach of the
Republican national convention, in-
terest in politics is rapidly awaken-
ing. In Christian county both Taft
aud Fairbanks will have a good fol-
lowing, at this time it being hard to
tell which really has the better of it.
The leaders of the party locally are
lined up on either side and the rank
and file seem to be equally as divid-
ed in their opinions as to which of
the candidates would stand the
better chance against the Democrats.
When it finally comes to a show
down though unbiased men believe
that Taft will land the instruction
from this county. The big secretary
of war is regarded by many to be
the logical candidate for the Re- of his
presence.
T
publicans to ,nominate and these 
he Taft people claim that Fair-
believe in him so strongly that they
banks following is due more to the
will go to the last ditch in order to 
leadership of Senator-elect Bradley
secure the instruction for him. In
the event that they see that he can
not secure Christian coutfty's in-
"Lots of people here think Bradley
struction they declare they will
throw their strength to Hughes 
made the moon and whatever he
rather than see Fairbanks secure it. 
thinks is right" and so many of
This will hardly be necessary though 
them will support Fairbanks for
for unless Fairbanks gains consider-
this reason. On the other hand
there are others who are very
antagonistic to Bradley and will
support Taft for that reason if no
other. Many people are wonder-
ing how it comes that Franks is
leaving anything undone however
which will advance their cause. R. 
lined up against the administration
A. Cook, chairman of the county 
this time for he is nearly always to
be found backing those in power.
campaign committee in this county
last year and now connected with the
land office at Frankfort under Audi-
tor James, has already announced
himself as a candidate for delegate
from the second congressional dis-
trict to the national convention and 
Unknown
as he is a strong Fairbanks man it is
thought he is being put forward for
the purpose of securing Christian
county's instruction for the vice
p-esident. The Fairbanks forces
claim to have the instruction of
Daviess, Henderson, Hancock,
Webster and McLean counties, in
this congressional district cinched
but the Taft supporters, say tnat
when the conventions are held they
wll find themselves badly mistaken.
Both sides claim Union county;
Hopkins is almost solid for Taft
and Christian is also to a certain ex-
tent on the fence although leaning
strongly toward Taft. The Taft
side have not yet selected their can-
didate to oppose Mr. Cook for the
honor of representing this congres-
WILLIAM H. TAFT.
Mr. Roosevelt's choice for the presi-
dency and tba man who is pledged to
his policies,
ably more strength he will lose the
instruction.
The Fairbanks people, headed by
E. T. Franks of Owensboro, are not
sional district in the national con-
vention, but it is understood that
the choice has about been made and
that the name of the party will be
announced in the next few days.
Frank Hitchcock, who resigned
his position as assistant post master
general in order that he might
manage Secretary Taft's campaign,
will make his headquarters while in
Kentucky at Paducah and those
who favor the elephantine secretary
of war are taking much consolation
from this fact. Already plans are
on foot for bringing him to many
of the cities in this region so that
he may enthuse the loyal and bring
in the undecided by the magnetism
and E. T. Franks than it is to a
preference for the vice president
himself. As a man expressed it,
HAD NARROW ESCAPE
Miscreant Hurled Bottle At
Physician's Head.
As Dr. T. P. Allen was walking
along Campbell street between Sev-
enth and Ninth, Saturday night, a
beer beetle whizzed so close to him
as to make him feel the current of
air and smashed to pieces against
the ro At, wall which surrounds the
Latham grounds. Dr. Allen says
he thinks the bottle was thrown by
some one in the alley which ends at
Campbell street. He did not see
any one, either before or after the
bottle was thrown, and he has no
idea what prompted the person to
hurl it at him.
Tickling or dry coughs will quick-
ly loosen when using Dr. Shoop's
Cough Cure. And it is so thorough-
ly harmless, that Dr. Shoop tells
mothers to use nothing else, even for
very young babies. The wholesome
green leaves and tender stems of a
lung-healing mountainous shrub
give the curative properties to Dr.
Shoop's Cough Cure. It calms the
cough, and heals the sensitive bron-
chial membranes. No opium, no
chloroform, nothing harsh used to
injure or suppress. Demand Dr.
Shoop's. Take no other. Ander-
son-Fc wler Drug Co., incorporated.
Charging that money is being used
to defeat the Democratic pevrty in
the selection of delegates to the
Denver convention, W. J. Bryan
raises this warning in the columns
of the Commoner: "Watch the per-
sonel of the delegates to Denver.
Money is being used in some states
of the Mississippi valley to. secure
delegates who will be obedient to the
predatory interests. Vigilance is
necessary. Put none but trust-
worthy men on guard. The Demo-
cratic masses are aroused, and they
must not be betrayed by representa-
tives of the system."
Croup positively checked in 20
minutes. Dr. Shoop's 20-minute
Croup Remedy acts like magic. No
vomiting, nothing harsb. A simple,
safe, pleasant, dependable croup
syrup. 5Cc Anderson-Fowler Drug
company, incorporated.
THRICE-A-WEEK WORLD
In the Presidential Campaign Year
More Alert,'More Thorough and
More Fearless Than Ever. Read in
Every English-Speaking Country.
A president of the United States
will be elected this year. Who is he
and who is the man whom he will
beat? Nobody yet knows, but the
Thrice-a-Week edition of the New
YorkiWorld will tell you every step
and every detail of:what promises to
be a campaign of the most absorbing
interest. It may not tell you what
you hope, but it will tell you what is.
The Thrice-a-Week World long ago
established a character for impart-
iality and fearlessness in the
publication of news, and this it will
maintain. If you want the news as
It really is, subscribe to the Thrice-
a-Week edition of the New York
world, which comes to you every
other day except Sunday, and is
practically a daily at the price of a
weekly.
The Thrice-a-Week World's regu-
lar subscription price is only $1.00
pez year, and this pays for 156 pa-
pers. We offer this unequalled
newspaper and the Kentucky New
Era together for one year for $1.66.
- •s•••••
C7 JEVr XI. X. .43.




LAWRENCE ARMSTRON G A T-
TEMPTS TO END LIFE




Lawrence Armotrong, a prominent
farmer living near Larkin, attempt-
ed suicide this morning by cutting
his throat. It was at first reported
that no had succeeded in taking his
life, but later reports are that he is
still alive although in a very critical
condition.
Mr. Armstrong is nearly seventy
years of age and has a lrrge family.
He is a cousin of Councilman E. H.
Armstrong and an uncle of H. H.
Golay, of this city, and has many
friends here. He had once been in
the Western Kentucky Asylum for
the Insane for treatment for mental
trouble and the suicide was attempt-
while he was deranged.
Remember, that when the stom-
ach nerviat-fail or weaken, dyspepsia
or indigestion must always follow.
But, strengthen these,same weak in-
side nerves with Dr. Shoop's Restor-
ative, an then see how quickly
health will' ,agfin return. Weak
heart and kidney nerves can also be
strengthened with the Restorative,
where heart pains, palpitation, or
kidney weakness is found. Don't
drug the stomach nor stimulate the
heart or kidneys. That is wrong.
Go to the cause of these aiments.
Strengthen these weak inside nerves
with Dr. Shoop's Restorative and get
well. A simple, single test will




Whether resulting from a sprain
or from rheumatic pains, there is
nothing so good for a lame shoulder
as Chamberlain's Pain Balm. A p -
p 1 y it freely and rub the parts vig-
orously at each application and a
quick cure is certain. For sale by
Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., incor-
porated.
OLDEST CONFEDERATE.
AUGUSTA, Ga., March 9.-At the
age of 105 years Owen Priester, the
oldest Confederate veteran in the
south, died at Salkehatchie, S. C.
His death was due to an accident re-
ceived while he was oc,,upied rak-
ing straw. He fell, breaking his arm
and one side became paralyzed. He
leaves a large number of grand and
great-grandchildren.
A C,41 r d
This is to certify that all druggists
are authorized to refund your
money if Foley's Honey and Tar
fails to cure your cough or cold. It
stops the cough, heals the lungs and
prevents serious results from a cold.
Cures la grippe coughs and prevents
pneumonia and consumption. Con-
tains no opiates. The genuine is in
a yellow package. Refuse substi-
tutes. L. A. Johnson ESL Co.
Married at Courthouse.
A crowd collected this morning in
the office of the county clerk to wit-
ness the marriage of Porter Woos-
ley, of White Plsins, and Mrs. Katie
Brasher, of Mannington. The par-
ties were accompanied by another
couple and as the quartet made
their way up the street • they were
sized up as a wedding party and by
the time the courthouse was reached
quite a number were following them
and filed into the office when they
entered. Some delay was occasioned
on account of Judge Prowse being
out of his office, but as soon as he
returned he was called in and in an
impressive manner pronounced the
words which made two hearts beat
as one. Both parties have been
married before. The groom gave
his age as twenty-five and the bride
as twenty-one.
A license has been issued for the
marriage of J. A. Haskins to Miss
Ella Jackson. The parties live near
Dawson but in Christian county.
The ceremony will be solemnized to
morrow afternoon at the bride's
home.
 ASP 
Pain can be quickly stopped. A
25-cent box of Dr. Shoop's Headache
Tablets will kill any pain, every-
where, in 20 minutes! Besides, they
are thoroughly safe. Painful periods
with women, neuralgia, etc., quickly
cease after one tablet. Anderson-
Fowler Drug cornpany,incorporated.
ses- -
Unequaled as a Cure for Croup.
"Besides being an excellent rem-
edy for colds and throat troubles,
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
unequaled as a cure for croup,"
says Harry Wilson, of Waynetown,
Ind. When given as soon as the
croupy cough appears, this remedy
will prevent the attack, It is used
successfully in many thousands of
homes. For sale by Anderson-Fowl-
er Drug Co, incorporated.
e ar • the
airnstare
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is swelling and inflammation of
the glands al the side of the throat.
Sloan's
Lirdrfted
used as a gargle and applied to
the outside of the throat reduces
the swelling and gives instant relief.
ror Croup, Quiricy Sore Throat,
Bronchitis, Asthma, Pain in Chest or
Lungs this liniment is unsurpassed
5loans Liniment is indispensable
when travelling because it is
penetrating, warming soothing.
healing and antiseptic.
Price 254,504, Z. $1.00












































is, to those who will think, as vi
vid as a blow between the eyes.
We want you to realize the truth
of this statement--we want you to
think to save something each
week or month, from your earn-
ings and put it here with us on
savings account. It will grew
quickly to the most pleasing pro-
portions and we will add 3 per
cent interest.
* cOMERCIAL&SAVINS BANKIII"BLIE'IStgixG HOPKINSVIL LE,  ti
We Have a
-4%
Corn: Crusher: and • Grm° det\i.o
We have a Cutting Machine for Cutting Hay, Oats and
Fodder. Buck horn Mill for cleaning;Clover Seed, Ciipper
Fan for cleaning Seed Grain. We buy Hay, :Oats and
Corn and sell everything.
Monarch Grain Co.,







• Special attention given to repairing of all kinds.
• Satisfaction guaranteed. Shop down stairs in
• Phoenix building, on Ninth St.
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
You'll not need coaxing
to try the Gold Standard
Cigar the second time.
The first one you smoke
will convince you that
at last you have found
the cigar you can "tie
to." The more particular
you are the more theGold
Stantard will satisfy you
OF
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FOR FINANCIAL AID
APPEAL IS MADE 10 THE GOOD
CITIZENS.
Federation of Women's Club
'i"o Discover and Eradicate Cause
of Illiteracy.
Works
Acting for the Federation of Wo-
men's clubs of Kentucky, Mrs.
Frank K. Yost. of this city, is send-
i ugiout to prominent citizens of Hop-
kiniwille and Christian county the
follpwirg letter containing some
very interesting but alarming infor
*441//atien as to educational conditio
ns
4
 in the state:
Dear Sir:
Do you know that in Kentucky
nbarly 50 per cent. of the children of
school age and 22 per cent. of the
white children between the ages of
uten and fourteen are not in schools?
.1— Do you know that Kentucky is
giving to her children an average of
ninty days of schooling a year while
'the majority of other states are giv-
ing to their children an average of
150 days?
Do you know that each pupil en-
rolled in Kentucky attends school
an average of fifty-five days a year
while each pupil enrclled in Indiana
attends an average of 104 days?
Do you know that thousands of
the school houses of Kentucky are
not much more than wretched
hovels, the barns all over the state
putting them to shame?
Do :you know that in Kentucky
Illiteracy among the colored peop13
is decreasing much faster than
among the white people?
Do you know that we are even
falling behind several Di our sister
• southern states in the education of
our white children?
Have you been watching the mar-
velous progress made by the southern
states education and have you s-!en
how much of it has been due to the
untiring zeal of their women.
Are not the women of Kentucky
able to do just as much? Will you
not join us in the effort and take as
your watchword "A good school for
every child in the state for at least
eight months in the year?"
The Federation of Women's Clubs
of Kentucky is planning some cam-
paign work.
We wish to send speskers and
workers into every county and
locality to organize School Improve-
//lent leagues.
We wish to send educational
pamplets and circulars broadcast
among the people.
We wish toy give specific aid to
certain little county schools in need
of het?
Will you not help us in this work?
*Help :to organize leagues, help to
arouse interest and shape public
opinion and if you can will you not
contribute to the financial support
of the movement by sending us one
dollar, More If You Can Or Less?
Will you not help to make this the
most monumental work ever under-
taken by our women?
Its success will mean "opportuni-
ty for the children."
We are counting on your support.
Respectfully Yours
MRS. FRANK K. YOST.
Looking Better.
The city court room and the office
of the city judge and tax collector
have been given a general freshen-
;4. ing up on the intertor and now pre-
sent a much attractive appearance
than formerly. The woodwork has
all been painted and varnished, the
walls and ceilings have been newly
papered and lighting fixtures, com-
bining both gas and electricity have
been put in.
After Once Tasting
no one wants an old-fash-
ioned cod liver oil prepara-
tion or emulsion, because
Vinol is a much better body-
builder and strength creator
for old people,weak children,
and for coughs, colds, bron-
chitis, etc. If it does no good
we will return your money.
L. L. ELGIN, Druggist.
T. B. HOUSE,
Physician and Surdeon
Office, over Bank of Hopkinsville,
Main St. Phones—numb., Office.
121; Restdence, 106, Home Phofie,
1220.
Cough Caution
maintain. If you want the news as
it really is, subscribe to the Thrice-
a-Week edition of the New York
world, which comes to you every
other day except Sunday, and is
practically a daily at the price of a
weekly.
The Thrice-a-Week World's regu-
lar subscription price is only $1.00
per year, and this pays for 166 pa-
pers. We offer this unequalled
newspaper and the Kentucky New
El'ajogether for one year for $1.66.
—At the regular monthly meeting
of the Kentucky Railroad Commiss-
ion held here, the complaint of mer-
chants of Greenville against the Illi-
nois Central Railroad charging dis-
crimination in freight rates was dis-
Never, positively never poison your lungs. If you WHOLE SOUTH Hulij
cough—even from a simple cold ooly—you should
'Owe ys heal, soothe, and ease the irritated brora
'heti tubes. Don't blinelly suppress is 
with a
stupefying poison. It's strange how things
finally come about.. For twenty yeariDr. Shoop
has constantly •.vn need people not to take cough
raixtures or preecriptione containing O
pium, By
Chloroform. cir teener poisons. And now—
a little
late though—Congress says "Put it on the 
label,
if poisons are in your Cough Mixture." 
Good!
Very good! I Hereafterforthi sverY reason mothers.
and others. should insist on haring Dr. 
Shoop's
Cough Cure. No poison marks on Dr. Shoop
's
labels—and none in the medicine. else it mast by 
'
law be on the label. And it's not only safe, 
but it
is said to be by those that know it best, a tr
uly re-
markable cough remedy. Take no chance 
then. Manufacturers Are Scared Off And
particularly with your children. !JIMA on having
Dr. Shoep's Cough Cure. Compare careful
ly the Immigrants Are Afraid -To Come
Dr. Shoop package with others and no
te the
difference. No poison marks there! You saa
always be on the sate side by demanding





The following interview appears
Cough Cure in a recent issue of the New YorkHerald:
ANDERSON & FOWLER. "Quite a few southern newspapers
Jncorporated) are com
ing out strongly against law-
less acts," said Mr. George J. King-1
ston, of Cleveland, 0., at the Hotel
About Poeple and Knickerbocker.
Things "I have just been through the
south and I have noticed a strong
tendency among the better people
who have the interests of the south
at heart to favor putting an end to
all mob violence.
"Nothing has happened to hurt
the south so much as the recent
raids of the Kentucky Night Riders.
For years the south has been trying
to attract manufacturers, and quite
a few large concerns were on the
verge of building plants there for a
tryout.
"Recent reports of lawlessness in
Kentucky frightened these manu-
facturers off. The raids were not in
the states where they were going to
build, but that made no difference.
They said ;—`If our property would
not be safe in Kentucky, one of the
finest of the southern states, what
would they do to it in Georgia, South
Carolina and Alabama?'
"The south has been crying for
good immigrants to work its farms
and natural mineral sources. But
good immigrants are afraid to go to
the south. They read of these ter-
rible raids and mobs in their Euro-
pean papers, where the reports are
greatly enlarged and distorted, and
they say: 'If we settle there they
will treat us like they do the ne-
groes.'
"Italian newspapers, interested in
keeping the immigrants at home,
have exaggerated all the violence of
the south purposely to scare emi-
grants. Now the thinking people of
the south realize that if they do not
contradict the bad impressionb
which are going abroad about a
reckless disregard for life and prop-
erty the south will get a very serious




Col. John R. Green, of Green's
Crossing, is to the front with what
is believed to be the prize hog story
of the year. He says that he recent-
ly slaughtered a hog which weighed
830 pounds after it had been dressed.
If any one can beat this let him
speak out.
t t +
A preacher according to an ex-
change, came at a newspaper man
in this way: YQ11 editors do not tell
the truth. If you did you could not
live; your newspapers would be a
failure. The editor replied: You
are right, and the minister Who will
at all times and under all circum-
stances tell the truth about his mem-
bers, alive or dead, will not occupy
his pulpit more than one Sunday,
and then he will find it necessary to
leave town in a hurry. The press
and the pulpit go hand in hand
with whitewaslt brushes and plea-
sant words, magnifying little virtues
into big ones. The pulpit, the pen..
and the gravestone are the great
saint-making triumvirate. And the
great minister went away looking
very thoughtful, while the editor
turned to his work and told of the
unsur.passing :beauty of the bride,




An unuatial`number of legal holi-
days fall this year on Saturday,
which day is legally a half holiday.
They are February 22, Washington's
Birthday, May, 30, Decoration, or
Memorial Day, and July 4. Mem-
orial.Day and July 4 always fall on
the same day of the week, but it is
only possible in leap year for Wash-
ington's Birthday to occur on the
same day of the week as the Fourth
of July. No legal holidays have
fallen on Saturday previous to this
year since 1903, when Decoration
Day and Fourth of July fell on Sat-
urday.
• • •
A monument is to be erected in
the United States National ceme-
tery at Mexico City, Mex., to the
members of United States soldiers,
who fought in the war with Mexico,
if a bill passed by the senate Wed-
nesday becomes a law. For this pur-
pose and to improve the cemetery ToBAcco




John Cole, against whom an in-
dictment charging himlwith seduct-
ion was returned yesterday morning
was arrested and lodged in jail
yesteday afternoon. Harrison
Gowens, charged with larceny from
a common carrier, was turned over
to the county officials by the city 1:1
police department and was placed
in jail.
BY TAKING ADVANTAGE OF
OUR GRAND COMBINATION OFFER
You can secure a year's subscription to our paper at the regular price and in addition w
e will also send you, postal
and ABSOLUTELY FREE; $1.00 WORTH OF GARDEN SEEDS.
TH!S OFFER
1 IS FOR h LIMITED
TIME ONLY!
20 Full Size Pickets of Vegetable or flower Seeds
of your own selection. The seeds are put up in handsome litho-
graphed bags, packed by an old reliable seed house, and are guaran-





 Beet, Early Egyptian
Eclipse




• • •• 
Detro.it Dark Red
Long Smooth Blood

















 tie Premium Flat Dutch




















 Face, • 'Innt, Improved Purple






SEND IN YOUR osamt
AT ONCE!
 Kale, Smooth or Spring
osnOW• Green Scotch
Siberian or Winter
...., Koblrabl, White Vienna 







• Muak Melon Rocky Ford
• • • ••••
. • •,•••C•
























 Mustard, Black or Brows
White
Southern Curled







 Parsley, Double Curled
Parsnip, Hollow Crown
 Pepper, Ruby King
Bull Nose
Long Red Cayenne
 Pumpkin, Large Cheese
Virginia Mammoth
  Mammoth Tours
Small Sugar
Connecticut Field





































P. T. Strap Leaf
Ey. White Flat Dutch
Cow Horn
Yellow Aberdeen
•  Golden Ball
•  Orange Jelly
•  Seven Top
Rata Bags, Skirvings
Improved American P. T.
Laings Improved
FLO WEJ? SEEDS.
 Ageratum, Painters' Brush
PA • • • Alyssum Sweet
, Amaranthus, Mixed
• Asters, Victoria Mixed
Best varieties mixed
• Balsam, Double 10 ticed
Camelia Flow t•ed Mixed
 Cacalia (Tassel Flower)
Calendula (Pot Marigold)
 Calliopide, Best Mixed
Candy-tuft, all col•ars mixed




• Clarkin, Red and White mixed
Columbine (Aquilegia)
 Corn Flower, Mixed
Cosmos, Largest flowering
ee • Forget-me-Not (Myosotis)
Four O'Clocka, Mixed
• Gilia, Mixed colors
Godetla (Satin Flower)
 Lantana, Fine mixed
Love in a Mist (Nigella)
 Lupins, Mixed annuals
Marigold, Double mixed
 Mignonette, Large flowerirg
Morning Glory, Tall mixed





 Petunia, Finest mixed
Phlox Drummond., Mixed
 Pinks, China Pinks mixed
Japanese Pinks Mixed
 Poppy, Double mixed
Fortuities, Single mixed
• Rieinua (Castor Beans)
Rocket, All colors mixed
 Sunflower, Cal. Memmoth
Sweet Pena, Pure White
Eckford's Fineet Mixed
 Sweet Sultan, Mix( d
Sweet
Stock, Mixed rotors
...• ....Wallelosver. Sweet scented
Zinnias. Do.uble mixed
$1,O) Worth of •
Guaranteed Sa•d Abso
liecly Free.
Check the varieties wanted In the columns above and forward to us after f
illing In
the Mink below.
You can 'Elect the 20 packets any way you choose, for Instance, 
you may have 20
packets of I variety, or 5 each ef 4 varieties, or I each of 20 v
arieties, any way so long
as you get 20; and be sure to write your name and address very 
plabily.
Dear Sir: Enclosed find which please ente
r my sub-
scription to your paper for one year from date, and send m
e by mail
prepaid, the assortment of Garden Seeds checked above.
, NAME 
POSTOFFICE 
Rural Poute No. e STATE  





If you are already a subscriber you must pay all arrearage, if any, and one yea
r in advance in order to take ad-
vantage of thc, above order. We do not keep these seeds in stock but for
ward your list to the seed house and the
seeds are mailed direct to you. This takes about a week's time and yon should
 not delay in sending in your list.
Remittances must be made direct to this office—seeds will not be given 
on subscriptions_ given to agents. All





GREENVILLE LOSES COMPLAINT FRANKFORT, Ky., March 6.—
FRANKFORT, Ky., March 
5. The Crecelius house bill penalizing
anyone selling pooled tobacco out-
side of the pool or of knowingly buy-
ing same passed the house by a vote
of 28 to 5.
missed. DO YOU GET UP
WITH A LAME BACK?
THRICE-A-WEEK WORLD Kidney Trouble Makes You Miserable.
Almost everybody who reads the news-
uapers is sure to know of the wonderful
cures made by Dr.L[Kilmer's Swamp-
Root, the great kid-
ney, liver and blad-
der remedy.
It is the great nied-
r ical triumph of the
I nineteenth century ;
A president of the United States discovered after years
will be elected this year. Who is he of scientific research
by Dr. Kilmer, the
and who is the man whom he will 1 eminent kidney and
beat? Nobody yet knows, but 1h" , bladder specialist, and is wonderfully
Thrice-a-Week edition of the New . successful in promptly curing larne back,
YorkiWorld will tell you:every step ' uric acid, catarrh of the bladder and
and every detail of 
i
:what promises to ; Bright's Disease, whi
ch s the worst
' form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not rec-
ommended for everything but if you have
kidney, liver or bladder ttouble it will be
found just the remedy you need. It has
been tested in so many ways, in hospital
work and in private practice, and has
iality and fearlessness in the, proved so successful in every caset t a
publication of news, and this it will I special arrangement has been made
 by
which all readers of this paper, who have
not already tried it, may have a sample
bottle sent free by mail, also a book tell-
ing more about Swamp-Root, and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trou-
ble. When writing mention reading this
generous offer in this paper and send your
address to Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton,
N. V. The regular
fifty-cent and one-
dollar size bottles are Borne of 13***31>R-006-
sold by all good druggists. Don't make
any mistake, but remember the name,
Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
and the address, Binghamton, N. Y.., on
every bottle.
In the Presidential Campaign Year
More Alert,:More Thorough and
More Fearless Than Ever. Read in
Every English-Speaking Country.
be a campaign of the most absorbing
interest. It may not tell you what
you hope, but it will tell you'what is.
The Thrice-a-Week World long ago
established a character for impart-
r •
cl I 
t c 4 59"'
11
'ILL! iggi..V Lb'
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy
'1* e L. 31 1111111111=1111MMINIII
Almost every family has need of
a reliable remedy for colic or diarrhea
at some time during the year.
This remedy is recommended by
dealen who have sold it for many
years emd know its value.
It has received thousands of testi-
monials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by physi-
cians with the most satisfactory results.
It has often saved life before med-
icine could have been sent for or a
physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can you






Do you want a position as
Cashier, Clerk, Bookkeeper,
Stenographer, Telegrapher or
Typist? If so, call or write at
once, as we have placed all of
our pupils and friends who
have apnlied to us for help
and are now in position to
place you if you'want our help
"All to gain and noth-
ing to lose" at
Fox's Business
College









Offers You the Best investments
for Your Savings.
Because it invests its fundssolely in first mort
gages on the homes of the peo-
ple in this city, and thus avoids
all of tne risks attendant upon
commercial banking.
Because all of its loans arepayable in small
monthly payments, beginning
as soon as the loan is made,
and thus reducing the loan and
increasing our relative security
all the time.
Call and let us explain the plans
of the Association.
H. C. Gant, - Pres.
J. E. McPherson, Sec.
- -',7k.:Pf10444111111111114k*Ibiolt  *4 ,Ait;
•••
:4.
tietitetiapt GoVerlior Cox has for-
mally announced his candidacy for
Republican national committeeman
to succeed John W. Yerkes. He will
oppose Richard P. Ernst, who has
already entered the field. Mr. Cox
will have the support of Bradley
and the Fairbanks wing of the par-
ty.
"For ways that are dark
?AGE 6







We have all kinds and offer them at
prices that will save you money.• Genuine Michigan Rose, per bushel $1.10• Early Ohio's, per bushel  1.20
• Extra 
Early Triumphs, per bushel  1.30
• 
LargeWhiteeatingstock for   1.00
All of our potatoes are bought direct
• from Chicago, and come from the growers to
40 that place. This certainly gives you a good
chance to get fine seed stock.
•
Canned Goods.it
O We sell large cans tomatoes
0
9 cents can or $1.00 dozen
• 
Standard Corn  7 cents can or 80c dozen
O 
Old-Fashioned Lye Hominy ....S cents can
Good Standard Early June Peas,
1 9 cents can or $1.00 dozen
• We have 
about 300 cans of Standard
O Pine Apple, worth 15c, at 10c.
e Pure Hog Lard
We have offering for this week 50 lb cans of
• 
fine lard for $5.50
A Money Saving Sale it's
From the Big Wholesale Grocery of C. R. Clark eic Co., Incorporated
Granulated Sugar
We have recently bought 50 Larrels of Southern Granulated Sugar from the Refinery,
and although sugar has advanced rapidly we offer one ot the biggest bargains of the sea
son, in fact this sugar cannot be bought wholesale for what we are going to sell it for,
First 300
People 1 For TwentyPounds
For the first 300 people who come in to ourstore and brin2: $1 in cash we will sell you
20 pounds for $1 00. We make the offer for 300 people so as to give the people in the
country the advantage of this price alid not let all the big bargains go to the city folks.
100 lbs. for $5 or 5e lb by the Barrel. For One Week.
Dried Apples
Fried Pies or Baked Pies, Half Moons, etc
We have succeeded in purchasing about 500
pounds of fine Country Dried Apples and if
you want something nice try 2 lbs for 25c
Vegetables
We are beginning to receive early vegeta-
bles of all kinds and would like to have your
orders. We also have some genuine Black
Eyed Peas, for planting or eating,they make
good food when cooked right.
Richileu Goods.
This stands for the very best that money
can buy. We have a full line; the price, of
course, is higher than standard make of
goods, but "Oh, my," the quality cannot be












We want your business and will do all in our ower to please you. The more
 we sell the cheaper we can sell it. Come and help us to make •




Incorporated) W• holesale 
•







A. W. WOOD, Proprietor.
NEW ERA ELL,' G, 16 WEST 7TH, ST.
f. C. Underwood, - - - Editor
331.00 A YEAR.
Received at the Postoffice in Hop-
kinsville as Second-Class Matter.
Subscription Rates.
Daily per year  POO
" three months  1.26▪ 44 per week  .10
Weekly per year  1.00
. per six months.  60
FRIDAY, MAR. 13 1908 —.ma
Advertising Rates.
Transient advertising must be paid
for in advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements
'will be collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted with-
out specified time will be charged
for until ordered out.
Announcements for Marriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, and
notices of preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions o
nespect, and other similar notices
five cents per line.
Deurt Directory.
CIRCUIT Coult.T—leirst Monday in
June and fourth Monday: in iFebru-
ary and September.
QUARTERLY CounT—Second Mon-
days in January, Arril, July and
October.
FISCAL Comyr—First Tuesday in blood 
CV41;11Q QZ Conveying Ilittri7
April and October. IMent to all the vital organs.
COUNTY Counrr—First Monday in The use of Mi-o-na sto
mach tab-
every month. lets makes all the difference between
  a tired, nervous, sluggish condition,
a weakened stomach, and a healthy,
energetic bodily condition.
In no other way can you so quick-
ly, so readily and so positively stim-
ulate the stoma to good health as
by using Mi-o-na. The fact that the
remedy is sold by L. L. Elgin under
a guarantee to refund the money
unless it cures, shows conclusively
its superiority over ordinary, old-
fashioned digestive.
A 50-cent box of Mi-o-na lasts a
and couple of weeks, and will war
d off a
dozen attacks of indigestion and
tricks that are vain the lleathen" bring the weakest stomach into a
state of strengti. and good health.
Republicans take the whole bakery.
The attempt on a mere technicality
to oust a Democratic offlaial from
his position is in keeping with the
ancient policy of 0. 0. P. leaders to
hog everything in sight—and then
some. If Dave Smith had been a
Republican, is there anybody who
imagines for . a moment tbat Gov.
Willson, Judge Prowse or any other
Republican would be bothering him
with orders of removal? When be-
fore in all the history of Christian
county was a sheriff threatened with
separativa -froro his Job ,because he
didn't Imre fisoal couct !quietus in
his pocket? In this partleular case,
the fault certainly does not seem to
be Mr. Smith's, as he has been ready
for a settlement at any time the fis-
cal court's commissioner would ex-
amine his books. The whole thing
looks like a neat little Republican
prank to snatch a man's seat from
under him while he was napping.
The law is wide awake, as will be
revealed before the ease finally is
settled.
The Fairbanks Republicans of the
Third congressional district will
make an effort to defeat J. Frank
Taylor of Glasgow, for re-election
as state central committeeman.
FOUND TRUE REMEDY
L. L. Elgin is Sure Mi-o-na Will Cure
All Stomach Tronbles.
The incalcuahle amount of good
that M1-o-na stomach tablets are
doing in Hopkinsville; in making
sick and even despairing people well
should compel the attentton of every
judicious person who is out of health
with stomach troubles.
The underlying cause of nervous
debility, headaches, sleeplessness
and melancholy is faulty nutrition,
the result of a weakened stomach
and inactive bpwels.
So long as the stomach is weak
the tissues cannot assimilate proper
nourishment, no matter how much
food is eaten. Mi-o-na increases
the strength and activity of tbe
muscular walls of the stomach, reg-
ulates the bowels and Makes the
USED A RAZOR
Lawrence Armstrong Who Cut His
Throat is Still Alive.
(From Tuesday's Daily)
Lawrence Armstrong, who at-
tempted suicide yesterday morning
by cutting his throat, is still alive
and passed a very favorable night.
It is now thought that unless some
unforseen complications arise he
will recover,
Mr. Armstrong used a razor and
made several slashes at his throat
but fortunately did not sever the
jugular veins or the windpipe.
YOUTH IS ARRESTED
AND CHARGED WITH BEING A
NIGHT RIDER.
Earl Bennett, Aged Seventeen, Furn-
ishes $1000 Bond and Is Released
From Custody.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., March
11.—Earl Bennett, brother of
Vaughn Bennett who was found
wounded and dying on the
near Woodford, yesterday
and who subsequently
placed under arrest last
home by the sheriff
county. •





morning "Night Riders visited the home of
James Welch, a cropper on L. C.
his Adkins' farm near Port Royal, last
night and whipped him severely.
There seemed to be a large number
of men out in that community last
a night, seven of whom went to the lo-
longed to his father, Henry Ben-
nett. The shooting is thought to
have occurred about 2 o'clock, as
shots were heard about that time
by people in the neighborhood.
Charles Crouch, who, it was re-
zorted, was with his son attacted by
Night Riders and showed fight, de-
nies emphatically that this occurred.
He said he heard Night Riders were
out and stayed up at his home all
night waiting fer them, but that
none appeared.
The sheriff and his deputies are
making a thorough investigation of
the Bennett affair aml developments
of a highly sensational nature both
as to the shooting of the Bennetts
and the identity of the Night Riders
are hourly expected.





Rider. His bond was fixed at $1,000
which he promptly furnished and
was released from custody.
Earl Bennett is only 17 years old.
His dead brother was 24. The for-
mer was wounded, severely. One
shot passed through his arm, anoth-
er through his right shoulder and a
third bullet grazed his head De-
spite his condition, he reached his
bedroom without informing any of
tie family that he had been wound-
ed.
When his conditloii was discover-
ed, he stated that he and his brother
were riding along the road and were
fired on by a little body of si* W-
eight men who were lying In am-
bush and who rose suddenly from
behind a fence and began firing on
the Bennetts. tarl Bennett says
he saw two or three buggies nearby.
Further information than this he
refuses to give out.
The theory is that both he and his
brother were members of the Night
Riders who raided Port Royal and
were on their way Immo when shot.
It is generally reported that a
mask was found on the face of the
dying Bennett boy. - This has not
positively been confirmed.
Vaughn Bennett's body was
found lying in the Trough Springs
road, a mile and a half from his
home, shot through the temple, un-
conscious, and fatally wounded.
One foot was in the stirrup of his
saddle on his horse, which lay dead
beside him.
A few feet away was the dead
body of another horse. Both horses
were through the head. Three shot
guns, two double and one single bar-
rel, all emptied of their loads, were
found at the scene of the tragedy,
one leaning against one of the horses
and the other lying in the road, as if
they had been cairlessly dropped.
One of the shotguns belonged to
Bennett. Twelve vr liftizien-‘empty
shells were lying jut ,over the fence
nearby. Moth the horses were sad-
dled and one was the, property of
Vaughn Benaett. The .cither be-
The Clarksville Leaf Chronicle
cal office of the telephone company,
called Matthew Sawyer, the opera-
tor, to ,the door ,and told him, to
either cut the wires or give the them
a pair of pliers and they would do
the work. The operator handed one
of the crowd the pliers and he cut
the wires. The wires were also cut
two miles from Port Royal, between
Clarksville and that place, and be-
tween Port Royal and Stroudsville.
Welch is said to wear mark3 of the
beating he received. All of the men
are said to have been masked.
•'Several nights ago Jonas Stacey,
near Satigo, is said to:have been tak-
en rromhis home and severely beat-
ten. Since the assult he has been
staying in Clarksville."
COMPANIES LIABLE
JUDGE GORDON DECIDES THEY
MUST PAY LOSSES
Far Reaching Opinion Given in Cald-
well Circuit Court on The
Night Rider Fire.
According to an opinion given in
the Caldwell circuit court by Judge
Fleming Gordon, the fire insurance
companies are liable for losses sus-
tained in Night Rider raids in Ken-
tucky.
The suit in which the decision was
rendered grew out of the burning of
the factory of the Imperial Tobacco
company during the invasion of
Princeton by masked men in No-
verr her, 1906. The company lost
about $40,000 worth of leaf tobacco
in the fire, and twelve of fifteen in-
surance companies which carried
the risk resisted payment on the
ground that the policies contained a
"mob clause" releasing them of
liability when property was destroy-
ed by the depredations of mobs or in
riots or insurrections.
A motion to demur was argued
the latter part of last week at Prince-
ton, Judge Malcolm 'Veltman, of
Henderson, representing the Impe-
rial Tobacco company.




No article is more useful
about the stable than Mica
Axle Grease. Put a little on
the spindles before you "hook
up"—it will help the horse, and
bring the load home quicker.
MICA (AXLE
GREASE
wears wen—better than any
other grease. Coats the axle
with a hard, smooth surface of
powdered mica which reduces












der advisement and has just render—
ed his opinion, sustaining the de-
murrer. The principal grounds are
that the "mob clause" in excepting
the destruction of property by a mob
does not refer to fire but to loss due
to other means, and, secondly, that.4
the organization of incendiaries
was not the kind contemplated in
the use of the term "mob" or "riot-
ers."
An appeal will be taken by the
insurance companies.
If the decision of Judge Gordon
sustained by the court of appeals, it,
will mean that the insurance com-
panies must pay for every pound of
tobacco and other property burned
by Night Riders in any part of the
state. Agents of the companies
claim this will force them .to cancel
the tobacco policies all over Ken-
tucky,
It is your loss if you fail to take ad-
vantage of our free seed offer. See
big ad on Page 5. wtf
 anommomminallilmw
OUR STORY OF SUCCESS
The success of our prescription department is not a ques
tion of
something bond to 'happen' but the gratifying result of having 
earn-
ed the confidence of physicians and public; handling every 
prescrip-
tion in the most careful manner; using only the finest 
quality of
drugs, all tested for purity; acquiring every modern ap
paratus for
scientific work. When a doctor gives you a prescription, 
he means
that you are to take the medicine ordered. He looks to the 
druggist
for purity of ingredient and carefulness in compounding.
 Bring
your next prescriptions to us so that doctor and patient 
will know
that the medicine will be prepared as expected.
There are no prices lower than ours, if you reckon price ac
cord-
ing to the high quality of drugs we employ and the resu
lts you will
obtain from the medicines. Any other reckoning is not sou
nd.
You are earnestly invited to bring all your prescriptions 
here.
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Winfree & Knight 'ATTENTION CALLED (JiffReal Estate, I
A farm of about 230 acres on the ,
southern boundary of Christian ' TO RULES r' (GENERAL MANAGER
county with about 80 acres of fine ,
Umber, good improvements, 10 acre I EWING.
orchard, good mill site, very desir-
able. Will be Bold at $20 an acre if
sold at once. Come quick and get a
bargain.
The season of the year when peo- In Sympathy WithlOther Or
ganizations.
pie want to buy real estate is at hand
110W and we invite those who want I
to buy or sell to consult this column. I
We have excellent facilities for
conducting the business and will ad- •
vertise the property put into our ,
hands free of charge, and will fur- To Dire
ctors, Prizers, Salesmen,
Dish prospective customers convey- and Graders: Dear Sirs-I deem it
ance to look at property without
cost to them, Come to see us 
necergary to say to you that an ef-
if you
avant to sell, it costs you nothing, if 
fort is being made to mistify the
you fail. members.
 who are not fully inform-
, A good farm of 196 acres of land 2 ed, as to 
the rules of the association,
wiles from Hopkinsville on a turn- as tc what comprises the Planters'
pike road. Protective association.
Farm has two sets improvements I have been informed a number
'two good tot acco barns, fine stable
50 acres of timber, good stock water.
of times of late that another associa-
Will be sold for $5,000. tio
n advocate has said to his as-
But the Difference Should Be
Rememberad.
te fine farm of 200 acres of land socia
tion -It is all the same thing.'
,within three miles of Hopkinsville In some instance they wou
ld say,
.on a good turnpike. Has a new cot- "In some sections it is called the
tage house of five rooms, tobacco P
barn, stable, cabin and all 
necessarylanters' Protective association and
outhouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres in ot
her sections it would be called
;if desired. Very desirable property:Something else.11Just come on
 sign
=In good neighborhood.
• 112 acres of land 3 miles from Hop-
kinsville, Ky., on the Cox Mill road.
This land is good red clay subsoil,
• and lies well and is in good condi-
• tion, fronts about mile on good
! pike, makes a No. 1 small farm for
any purpose.
• Fine farm of 439 acres at Herndon,
Ky., 370 acres cleared, 115 acres tim-
ber. This farm is fine land wiih
good improvements and well fenced
and in good heart and will be sold at
a bargain as a whole or divided into
several tracts.
let tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a
good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, por-
ches, fine new stable, cost s700, new
barn, 3 cabins, cow house and ma-
chine shed, poultry house, smoke
house and coal house. Never fail-
ing spring and cisterns.
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with
good frame house and good tobacco
barn.
The S. T. Fox farm of 512 acres,
situated on the Miller Mill road
about seven miles southwest of Hop-
kinsville, large two story dwelling
ond all necessary farm buildings,
good fence, orchard and plenty of
water and timber. This is a fine
farm and located in one of the best
farming sections of the country and
will be sold on reasonable terms.
400 acres desirable farming land
in Montgomery county, Tenn.,
heavly timbered, 10 miles from
Howell, Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
Farm of 248Siscres 6 miles east of
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
road, well improved with house 134
stories. 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and
3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables,
and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of
3 or 4 acres. 25 acres of timber, farm
is well matured and land is in good
part and under good wire fence.
900 acres of land in Christian coun-
ty, 5 miles from I. C. R. R., 350
acres in cultivation, 550 acres in
timber, red oak. white oak, hickory
ash and poplar. The place is well
watered and productive. Has two
good residence, 2 stock barns 3 to-
bacco barns and 5 tenant houses,
and a fine storehouse and a splendid
location for country store. This
farm is underlaid with good coal. A
mine has been operated on it for
year. Will be sold as a whole or
divided.
Farm of 448 acres 3 miles south of
town on good pike.
Farm of 263 acres well improved
2 miles east of Pembroke, Ky.
137 acres near Gracey, Ky.
773,1 acres 12 miles from Hopkins-






Democratic Sheriff Is Removed From Position By
Republican County Judge On Ground That He
Had Failed To Renew His Bond
By March I.
J. M. RENSHAW APPOINTED HIS SUCCESSOR.
(From Wednesday's Daily) WHEREA
S, it further appearing
from the terms and tenor of the law
Acting under a provision of the in such cases made and provided,
revenue law enacted in 1906, which that 
a forfeiture of the office of sher-
iff shall be had upon the failure of
requires thetsheriff of a county to eaid sheriff to comply therewith;
give a satisfactory bond for the and sai
d law appearing in words
and figures as follows, to-wit:
faithful performance of his duties Section 3, article 8, Chapter 22,
on or before the first day of March Acts 19
06, Kentucky.
"On the failure of the sheriff or
in each year, Charles 0. Prowse, the collector to execute bond and quail-
new Republican county judge, this fy as here
inbefore provided, he shall
forfeit his office and the county
afternoon issued an order in the court may appoint a sheriff or col-
county court which declared the of- lector to 
fill the vacancy until a
sheriff or collector is elected, or it
may appoint a collector for the coun-
ty of all monies due the state, coun-
ty or taxing district authorized to be
collected by the sheriff or it may ap-
F. 0. EWING, 
point a separate collector, etc." And
WHEREAS, it appearing to the
satisfaction of the court, that David
Smith, sheriff of Christian county,
Kentucky, has failed and refused to
enter into the annual bonds for the
faithful performance of his duties,
in that said sheriff. David Smith,
has not yet executed,or offered to ex
ecute, any of the annual bonds re-
quired of him for the year 1908, al-
though the time allowed him so to
do by the aforesaid law has now
long since passed, and it further ap-
pearing that the said David Smith
as sheriff aforesaid, has failed and
refused, and still fails and refuses to
produce a quietus by the auditor of
publis accounts of the state of Ken-
The Dowling bill. amending the flee of sheriff in thi
s county to be 
tucky, and from the fiscal court of
Christian county, Kentucky, to this
tax exemption law, fixing the vacant, on the grounds that Sheriff 
court, all of which is and was re-
amount to be exempted at WO for a
married man, was called up for pas-
sage in the house. It provoked a
lively discussion, but was killed.
FRANKFORT NEWS
FRANKFORT, Ky., March 10.-
In a special message to the legisla-
ture. Gov. Willson calls attention to
the lapsing of insurance policies on
public buildings. He also asks per-
mission to appoint a commission
to represent Kentucky at the Lin-
coln memorial celebration. .
I/The Buford bill,fixing a penalty of
death or life imprisonment for the
crime of illegal surgical operations
mwhen the victim dies, and a ter of
from two to ten yeaas in prison when
the victim does not die, but the act
is proved, was passed by a vote of 73
to 4.
The house has passed the bill
which permits Louisville to pension
school teachers who have seen
twenty-five years or more service
and who have become disabled.
Those who received under $1,200 a
year will get a pension of $:300 a year;
those who received $1,200 or more
will draw $600 a year pension. The
House also passed the bill allowing
366X acres on Palmyra road near Louisville to pay school trustees $10
Garrettsburg, Ky. a meeting for not more than twenty
236 acres good red clay land, well four meetings a year. A bill provid-
impl watered, 2 miles west of Pem- 
roved, plenty of good timber and
wel 
.
ing pensions for the veteran volun-
broke, Ky. t
eer firemen of Louisville was also
140 acres 6 miles north on L. &N. 
approved.
R. R.
246 acres good improvements, 7 The Wi
lson bill, which provides
miles west of Hopkinsville. Price for draining land, was passed by a
$150J. unanimous vote. It,is believed that
115 acres 13 miles out on Johnsons this bill will result in large area
s
Mill read. Price $750. now not used being reclaimed.
. 43 acres 1 mile from Hopkinsville
on isike.
102 acres 2 miles from town.
107 acres 2S,S miles S. W. of Crof-
ten, Ky., on Trade Water, good im-
provements,
325 acres 3 miles south of Hop-
kinsville on pike.
253 acres 6 miles north of town.
530 acres 2 miles from Fairview,
Ky. one of the finest tracts of land
in Kentucky.
211 acres 6 miles south of Hopkins-
yule.
428 acres 6 miles southeast of Hop-
kinsville, Ky., well improved.
100 acres 1 m m ile from Gracey, Ky.
180 acres fine land, well improved,
4 miles from Hopkinsville on pike.
46 acres 5 or 6 miles from town on
Kirkmansville road, good improve-
ments. Price $700.
385 acres 5 miles from city on the
Clarksville pike. Price $50 per acre.
About 239 acres on Clarksville
pike 4 miles from Hopkinsville,
well improved, fine land, $65 per
acre.
278 acres fine land on Clarksville
pike, 135 acres in fine timber.
87% acres 3 miles south of Hop-
kinsville, about 3 acres in timber.
145 acres 1% miles south of Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
125 acres on Princeton road,
miles from Hopkinsville, Ky• •
acres in timbssr, well improved arid
bottom land, P) per acre. 48 scree
about 1 ;mile from above tract. 10
aeres cleaxed balance in. timber.
Price $15 per acre.
it will be all right.' 
This association has never anta-
gonized any other association, we-do
not want to, in fact are in sympathy
with them, but I admonish you of
the danger of this effort.
There are people who seek to com-
plicate us in any possible way pos-
sible. Warn every member of our
association to watch this latest ef-
fort of the enemy most carefully.
Sign no pledges or deliver no tobac-
co until the fact is conclusively
proven that it is the Planters' Pro-
tective association. Yours truly,
Gen, Mgr.
T he senate passed a bill providing
for a bi-partisan baard of control
of charitable institutions by adding




Mrs. Nettie Spratt Golliday wife
of Wm. Golliday, of Roaring Spring
on March 2nd, fell asleep. This an-
nouncement will be read ,with heart
felt sorrow throughoutChristian and
Trigg counties. She was educated
at Cadiz High school and was a well
loved teacher in that county. The
deceased was about thirty years of
age and was reared from an infant
by her uncle Mr. T. F. Redd to
whom she was as an own daughter.
Fully realizing the hopelessness of
her condition she was prepared to
answer the summons, "Come up
Higher". She was a true noble
Christian and endeared herself to
all. Her twin boys will be tenderly
reared, one by Mrs. Henry D. Yonts
of this city and the other by Miss
Callie Golliday, of Roaring Springs.
Funeral services were held at the
home yesterday and the interment
took place at Redd burying Eround.t
elms - ine•
The Sett y etS IS what everyone says




David Smith, a popular Democrat 
quired to be done by said David
Smith, sheriff, on or before the first
and influential citizen, has failed day 
of March 1908; therefore in view
and refused up to this time to exe- 
of the premises, and the court being
fully advised,doth order and adjudge
cute this bond. t
hat the said office of sheriff of
Christian county, Kentucky, be and
Acting under another section of the same is hereby declared forfeit-
the same statute, Judge Prowse a
p_ ed by the said David Smith, and the
said David Smith is hereby removed
trom said office and the said office
is hereby and now declared vacant.
And it further appearing under
said acts aforesaid, that the county
court may appoint a sheriff or col-
lector to fill the vacancy in the said
office until a sheriff or collector is
elected, etc, therefore the court. up-
on its own motion hereby nominates
and appoints John M. Renshaw, a
citizen of Christian county, Ken-
tucky, who at the present time is
more than twenty-four years of age,
and who is now an actual resident
of Kentucky, and who has resided
in said state more than two years
and more than one year next pre-
ceding this appointment in the
county and district in which he is
now appointed, as sheriff of said
Christian county, Kentucky, and as
such sheriff, by virtue of his office,
to be collector of all state, county,
district mid other taxes, and is em-
powered with all the authority,
power, emoluments and fees of said
office eo long as he shall continue as
such officer, until a sheriff or collec-
tor is elected and qualified, and it is
further order and adjudged that the
clerk of the Christian county court,
shall, upon the acceptance of said
office by the said John M. Renshaw,
and upon his qualification as sheriff
in and for Christian county, Ken-
tucky, deliver to the said John M.
Renshaw, sheriff aforesaid, all tax
books and copies of assessment and
of franchises, etc for the year 1908,
gate amount of money which may
probably be received by the sheriff
or collector during the year suc-
ceeding the execution of tne bond.
The commonwealth, the county
and county taxing district shall
have a lien from the date the sheriff
begins to act upon the real estate of
the sheriff therein secured or after-
ward acquired by him, which shall
not be discharged until the whole
amount of money collected by the
sheriff or collector, or for which he
may be liable to them respectively,
sha'.I have been paid, and the same
lion shall exist upon the real estate
ot an usurper of the office of sheriff
or collector, or a de facto sheriff or
collector, or any person who may
act as sheriff or collector," and
pointed Jolsn M. Renshaw, a loom'-.
nent Republican to act as sheriff un-
til a sheriff is duly elected.
This action came as a general sur-
prise. So far as can be learned Mr.
Smith has not yet executed the
bond, but it is understood that he
will at once tender a personal bond,
but just what effect this will have on
the situation is not yet certain.
The official order as issued by
Judge Prowse is as follows:
State of Kentucky ( March term 1908
Christian County March 11.
Court C 1908
WHEREAS, it appearing to the
court, that it is provided by the laws
of the state of Kentucky that the
sheriff or collector shall on or before
the first day of March, next succeed-
ing his election, and on or before
the said day annually thereafter,
enter into certain bonds, etc; said
law appearing in words and figures
as follows, to wit:
Section 2, article 8, chapter 2'2,
Acts 1906, Kentucky.
"The sheriff or collector shall, on
or before the first day of March next
succeeding his election and on or
before the said day annually there-
after, enter into bonds with surety
for the faithful performance of his
duties. A quietus by the auditor of
public acenunts and from the Fiscal this March 11, 1908.
Court of h .is county for the preced- CHARLES 0. P
RO WSE, County
ing year shall be produced by each Judge, Christian Cou
nty, Kentucky.
sheriff or collector to this county A copy attest,
court on or before that date, and no G. L. Campbell, 
Clerk,
tax book shall be delivered to the Christian Coun
ty Court, y.
sheriff or collector after the first By W. R. Wick
s, D. C.
year of his term who shall fail
to exhibit such quietus or before
that date. He may execute bond at
any time after he receives certificate
of election up to and including the
first day of March succeeding his
election, and it shall be the duty of
the judge of. the county court to hold
a court any time the sheriff may re-
quest for that purpose. The county
judge shall judge of the sufficiency
of the surety and in no case shall
sureties be taken who are Lot jointly
worth, subject to execution after the Judge Prows
e said the tender
payments of all their debts and
LATER.-Mr. Smith, after the
order had been entered, accompani-
ed by a large number of his friends,s
appeared this afternoon before
Judge Prowse and offered a personal
bond which was unquestionably
good.
liabilities a sum equal to the aggre- 
came too late, that Mr. Smith had
not produced his quietus from the
fiscal court nor had he at any pre-
vious time offered to make the bond,
and that as the office had been de-
clared vacant and a new sheriff ap-
pointed, no present change in the
status of the affair was possible.
Sell Barbershop.
S. B. Ficken has sold out his bar-
bershop to Allen Ss Keach and left
today with his family for Decatur,
Th., where he will go into the same
business. George Keach, of this
city, is a member of the new firm.
IMANET FOR MULES
UNUSUALLY ACTIVE DURING HE
LAST WEEK
Four Car Loads Sold By Hopkinsville
Parties At An Average Price
Of $165.
The mule market during the past
week was unusually active and some
fancy prices w -3re paid, while the
average was high.
In all,nearly four car loads,or about
eightyfive head, were sold to various
parties. The average price was
about $165 per head but where the
stock were exceptionally fine there
seemed to be no limit to the price.
One span sold for the round price of
$500; another span went at $450 while
two more spans brought $400 each.
Buyers were plentiful at all time and
they seemed to be well supplied with
cash and willing to turn it loose.
Indications for this week are that
•businese will continue brisk.
Cures Fine Turkey.
Mrs. H. A. Sutzer. of Stephens-
burg, Ky., says: "Your Bourbon
Poultry Cure is all right. I had a
fine turkey so sick with cholera she
could not eat and it cured her. I also
cured my chicken of gapes with it."
For sale by L. L. Elgin.
In Memoriam.
"One by one the object& of our
affection depart from us; but our
affections remain, and like vines
stretch forth their broken, wounded
tendrils for support."
Just as the dawn was breaking on
the morning of February 28th, the
soul of Mary Simms, daughter bf
Mrs. Julia Simms, passed into the
great beyond. She was thirteen
years, and one month old the day
she died.
From babyheod she had been an
unusually bright child, affectionate
and winning. She was a little sun-
beam to all who knew her, and is
missed by a grieving neighborhood.
Her Fong sickness was borne with
Christian bravery; tho' suffering
with pain, she would sing parts of
hymns she loved, and talk of the
Jesus who said "Suffer little chil-
dren to come unto me."Her soul was
as pure as the driven snow, beauti-
ful as an angel, spotless and in-
nocent.
We can never forget the sweet,
bright expression of her eyes; such
an expression could not have come
from the windows of anything but a
pure soul. Her last words were an
index to her whole life; they were;
"Farewell mamma, I am going to
Christ," and with a wave of her
hand she entered the gates that wers
standing open for her.
Funeral services were held at the
grave, Rev. Powell, who had visited
Mary during her sickness, made a
beautiful talk, and two of her favor-
ite hymns were suns.
Beautiful is that season of life
whey we can say in the language of
the scriptures "Thou haat the dew
of thy youth." But of these flowers
death gathers many. He places
them upon his bssom and carries the
sweet blossoms to bloom in a hap-
pier land. God calls those whom he
loveth, and why should he not claim
his own jewels to shine in his house,
tho' our own be made dreary!
Perhaps the heaviest afflictien of
life is that of a mother who has lost
a child. As the waters roll in on
shore with incessant throbs, so it is
with a mothers heart, bereaved of
her children. But death brings us
again to our loved ones. Mary is
waiting for its, and Is like the angels
in heaven. She stands upon the
borders of the grave to welcome us,
with the countenance of affection
which she wore upon earth, yet
more lovely, more radiant, more
beautiful. He spoke well, who said,
that graves are the footprints of
angels.
After this life of sorrow and pain
where we are continually weighed
down with care, there is a home of
perpeteal rest, the streets of which
are "thronged with an angelic host,"
who tell neither the sorrow nor
grief, which eerhaps wasted their
lives.
When, like the tired pilgrim, we
fall sick and weary, he will take us
home to rejoice in finding friends
from whom we have been separated.
Then how true will be the words
"He knoweth best." X. Y.Z.
Had Lost Hope.
L. G. Botkins, Paris, Ky., says:
"I had no hopes of saving my hogs,
as some of them could not eat I
drenched them with Bourbon Hog
Cholera Remedy and did not lose a
hog." For sale by L. L. Elgin.
Bankrupt's
Sale
In toe District Court of the United
States, for the Western District
of Kentucky-Owensboro Divi-
sion.




In pursuance of an order of sale.,
entered herein, on the second day
of March. A. D., 1908, it will on
Monday, April sixth, A. D., 1908,
between the hours of 11 a. m. and 2
p, m., sell at public auction to the
highest bidder, on a credit of six
months, at the court house door in
the City of Hopkinsville, Christian
County, Kentucky, the following
desclibed real property, towit:
A certain tract or parcel of land,
lying and being in Christian County,
Kentucky, on the waters of the West
fork of Red River, and same, by re-
cent survey, is bounded as follows:
BEGINNING at a point OD the East
side of Tobacco road, near the store
house occupied by J. W. Allen;
thence crossing road with shop lot,
N. 50, W. 9 poles to/ a stake near the
Southwest corner of the store-house
occupied by Cook it Company; thence
again with the shop lot S. 45, W. 71
poles to a stake in the original South
line; thence with same N. 87, W. 3;
poles to a post in Mrs. Jones' line
thence with her line N. 66„ W. 15 poles
to a stake; thence with another of her
lines N. 81, W. 20 poles to a stake in
Claude Carter's hue, formerly J. P.
Thomas'; thence with his line N. 13.,
E. 94i- poles to a stone, Cook's corner;
thence with Cook's line 8 87, E. 196
poles to a stake in the "West side of
the Tobacco road; thence with said
road S. 2, W. 43:1 poles; thence again
with said road S. 22, W. 3 poles; thence
again with said road S. 46, W.48 poles
to a point opposite T. P. Allen's of-
flce;thence again with said road S.77,
W. 30 poles, S. 70, W. 15 poles, N 87,
W. 84 poles to the beginning, contain-
ing, 113 80-100 acres more or less.
The above property was deeded to
Lawrence Gibbons Alexander from F.
M. Morris and wife, September 15th.
1904, and recorded in Deed Book 108.,
page 56, in the Christian County
Court Clerk's office.
Also two certain lots or parcels of
ground and improvrnents thereon,
which are bounded as follows:
TWO certain tracts or parcels of
land land, lying and being in the
County of Christian, and State of
Kentucky, near the village of4lmo,
on the waters of West fork ota
River, and described as Lot No. 2, stle._
uated on the East side of the Tobacco
road, and South of the Miller's Mill
road, and bounded as follows:
BEGINNING at a stone in the
forks of the road, corner to lot No. 1;
thence with Mill road N. 84, E. 20
poles, S. 69, E. 131 poles, S. 89, K 8, to
B. 0. Smith's line; thence with his
line S. 1, E. 12 poles to a stone in Bar-
ker's line; thence with his line N. 89,
W. 60 poles to a stone, Mrs. Allen's
corner; thence with her line N. 881, Ws
22 poles to a stone in Tobacco roads
thence with said road N.67, E.15 poles
N. 77, E. 29 poles to the beginning,
containing 5e acres by recent survey
of H. P. Rives.
Also tract _No. 2, lying adjacent to
the above described tract or parcel of
ground. Said lot lying South of said
Mill Read, containing 2 acres, and
described as follows:
BEGINNING at a stake in C. R.
Barker's line, at his gate post; thence
N. 221 E. 7.i poles to a stake in the
center of Mill road; thence with the
same road N. 69, W. 12 poles; same
road N. 89, W. 111 poles to a stake, T.
P. Allen's corner in line between B.
G. Smith and G. H. Allen; thence
with the said T. P. Allen's corner S.
151 poles to a stone in C. E. Barker's
line; thence with said line S. 87i E. 29
poles to the beginning. Except 3-10
of an acre, more or less, taken from
above described tract or parcel of
land. Said 3-10 of an acre was sold
and transferred by B. G. Smith and
wife to the Trustees of the Presby
rian Church, prior to this sale, name-
ly about - day of , 1904.
The above described two tracts
land was deeded to Lawrence Gibbons
Alexander and wife, from T. P. Allen,
March 16th, 1905, and is reoorded in
Deed Bs** 109, page 89, in the Chris-
Ian County Court Clerk's office.
For the purchase price the purch-
aser or purchasers must execute bon
with approved surety or sureti
bearing legal interest from the day.
of sale until paid and having t
force and effect of a Replevin Bon
Bidders will be prepared to comp
promptly with these terms.
Match 10, 1909.
PLANTERS BANE & TRUST Co.
Trustee.
Will Wed.
A license was issued Monday for
the marriage of Archie Hunsaker to
Miss Josie 0/Lk ay.
tit
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telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
Address LEIBIG CO., P. 0. Box 27,
New York
DR. E. M. CRUTCHFIELD,
DENTIST.
(Successor to Dr. R. R. Bourne.)












brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
away aCold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
CARMINE
CURES COLDS
and GRIPP it Removesthe Cause.
Relieves the aches and feverishness.
Contains No Acetanllide
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Yoot's Feed Store i
I Have You Tried It? I
If not call Cumberland phoile
oiNi . 38-2 and get more than
y 
i
our money's worth of
any kind of feed stuff.
I'Also Flour, Meal and
Bran.
H. D. Yonts
Va. St., between 4th and 5th.
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Mothers and all others who have chil-
dren about the house cannot do their
families a better service than to learn of
simple and reliable remedies that correct THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
children's ailments. Many grown peo-
ple are suffering today for the ignorance
or negligence of those who had charge
of their bringing up.
Children are prone to constipation,
and if it isn't corrected early, the bow-
els get in the habit of not working nor-
mally and soon chronic constipation
results that may last off and on all
through life. Then children eat almost
WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL! 
0 
. A I ill
whim, 0 00
Lesson XL—First Quarter, For
March 15. 1903.
Text of tho 1...,.sson, John ix, 1- 12.
Memory 11,:rec.•, 1(}, 11—Golden Text,
John ix, E--Cmentary Prepared by
Roy. O.
[CO!) I 1:i t . :::' 7, li:• si::..:icaTi l'rei .1,,is:wi::•ion•1
WV 11;i: iii,.. L. :1 NOV of the things
continually and as a consequence indi- mentiontai in re two ohnpters Nvhich
we have pa:•sed over since last le:7.sm
before taking up the lesson today.
Throughout the whole Bible we see
the love and long suffering and
patience of God on the one hand and
the carnal mind of man—enmity
against God—on the other. When Jesus
came—God wathfest in the flesh—each
of these was fully manifested. In
these two chapters we have quite a
sample of each, for we see the Jews
seeking to kill Him and saying He
has a devil. He has never learned. At
the close of the day the people went
every man to his own house, while Ile.
not having where to lay His head.
_went to the Mount of Olives. He had
to say of Judas Iscariot. "One of you
is a devil," and because of some things
He said many of His disciples went
back and walked no more with Him.
Ills cwn brethren did not believe in
Him (chapters vi. C6, 70; vii, 1, 5, 15,
20, 53 viii, h. Notwithstanding all
this. Lie, knowing who He was ftni
whence Ile canie and whither Ile was
going. that the Father who sent Him:
Was always with Him, doing the
. 'works and telling Him, what to say,
and that He always pleased the l'ather
(viii, 26-29). kept calmly and quietly on.
finding it His meet to do the will of
Mtn that sent H:m, and, leaving all to
God, He found his home and rest in
His Father.
Jesus was always passing by some
one who needed Him. He is always
passing by. but the crowd know not
and care not. Occasionally some one
who has heard of Him cries out and
receives what he seeks healing or
sight or some blessing. Sometimes—
as in today's lesson—He is found of
them who seek Him not as He goes
about working the Works of Him who
sent Him. All physical ailments are
suggestive of some spiritual ailment,
and it is true that we are all blind
from our birth, by nature children of
wrath, dead in trespasses and sins.
but God is not willing that any s'Icu!‘l
perish and is ready to give life to all.
Our Lord teaches in this lesson tin:
any peculiar physical infamity is not
necessarily the result of any special
sin, and yet to this day there are many
who think otherwise, and if a child is
born blind or deaf or dumb or weak-
minded they begin to inquire into the
past life of .tae parents that they may
find a cause. .There are many busy-
bodies minding other people's affairs
who would ,do better to get right with
Remember, we use vital- God themselves. We are all here that






man's eyes He anointed with clay.
sville
He pleases into vessels meet for His
cased.own use. In the ca of some blin
Both phones
 word; others He touched, but this
of God, which suggests a person of
people He opened their eyes with a
which He made for the occasion. and
Siloam. The man went and washed
Den
and came seeing (verse 7). The clay
earth born of God, a believer. one
1B whose eyes have been opened. He
sent him to wash it off in the pool of
was something of earth and something
  uses such to open other blind eyes
*++.+.++,+,t,++++++++4+4.. , . provided they are willing to be washed




people. Siloam suggests Christ, for the
1 word means "sent" (verse 7), and Jesus
delighted to speak of Himself as "sent
by the Father" (verse .4; chapter viii,
16, 18, 26, 29, 42). He sends us where
He pleases, uses us as He sees fit, but
' we must fall back into Him, for no
flesh shall glory in His presence—the
• Lord alone must be exalted (I Cor. 1.
. 29-31; Is& IL 11, 17, 22). If we were
gestion sets in soon followed by worms,
or stomach pains, or diarrhea, or any one of a
dozen other troubles. To say that it will right
Itself is putting altogether too much faith in
chance. It is toying with the child's present
and future health.
A better way is to give the child a dose of
something intended to cure that very trouble,
and nothing better for the purpose is known than
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. It never gripes
but acts gently and as it has a pleasant taste
the child will not refuse to take it. Buy a 50 cent
or la bottle of your druggist and save the child
from sickness. You should remember that a
child whose stomach is in gooctworking order is
not likely to catch colds and fever diseases.
Mrs. Curry. of Trowbridge, Ill., attributes the
remarkable health of her child to Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin, which she gives regularly in these
disorders. Mrs. Eversole, of Hinsbore, Ill., is
frank to say that the present good condition of
her five-year-old boy is entirely due to this won-
derful remedy. Try it in your own family and
see if you cannot share these opinions. Every
bottle is guaranteed to do exactly as we claim,
and the purity of ingredients is also vouched for.
FREE TEST Those wishing to try Dr.well's Syrup Pepsin before buy-
ing can have a free sample bottle sent to their home by
addressing the company, This offer is to prove that the
remedy will do as we claim, and is only open to those
who have never taken It. ..,end for It if you have any
symptoms of stomach, liver or bowel disease. Gentlest
yet most effective laxative for children, women and old
folks. A guaranteed, permanent home cure, THE
PUBLIC VERDICT: "No Laxative So Gond and Sure
as DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This product
bears purity guarantee No, 17, Washtngtoe, D. C,.
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.






way be wrong, What WE
know about them is the re-
s ult of long experience. Pos-
sibly it would surprise you
to kn w how reasonable in
price they are made our way
We make so many sets that
we can afford to give you
more reasonable prices than
most dentists do. We use the
best materials, have the best
workmen, take greatest
pains.
We always give estimates




more willing to be thoroughly emptied
of self and seek only the glory of God.
who can tell how greatly the Lord
Headquarters at might use us to open the eyes of the
blind and to manifest Christ to the
lost?
Oh, to be emptier, lowlier, mean, unnoticed
and unknown,
And to God a vessel holier, filled with
Christ and Christ alone.
(Incorporated) The more we attain to a life like
Joe P. P'Pool, President. this, the more the adversary will show
I his hatred of us. The healing of this
++++++++++++++.4.444.,4+.44+.#4* man led to a great controversy and
finally to the man's being cast out by
the Jews because he stood boldly for
his benefactor, though he knew not
who he was, big insisted that the man
who could open his eyes must be a
man of God, and so he withstood the
Jews who talked against Jesus. Jesus
found him after they had cast him out
and revealed Himself to him, and he
became a true believer (verses 34-38).
To this day if a Jew confesses that
Jesus is the Christ—the Son of God—
he is liable to be put out of the syna-
gogue (verse 22), disowned by his par-
ents and become an outcast from Jew-
ish society, unable to find employment
among them. I am at present in touch
with several who are suffering in this
way, but the glory of his kingdom will
more than recompense for all the suf-
fering. If we suffer with Him we
shall also reign with Him. Happy are
all who can say as this man said, "One
thing I know, that whereas I was
blind now I see" (verse 25).
I have sen the face of Jesus;
Tel m rot of aught beside.
I have henrd the voice of Jesus;
All my soul is ss.Lisfied.
131essed Sun of Righteousness, I so love to
gaze on thee
Mat my eye's are growing blind to the




This is an invitation to everyone
who reads it to come to our store
and hear the new Edison Phono-
graph, the one with the big horn.
This Phonograph is bigger, better
and has a fluer finish than any of the
other models. We will hold an im-














The Thing to Hitch To
Is
Reliability
IN HARNESS AS IN MOST
EVERYTHING ELSE
kr, When you can det a real, genuine standby, coupled
with moderate prices, you obtain a maxium of sat-
isfaction. Our not very modest claim is that we can sup-
ply you with anything and everything in the Harness line
To make harness durable the leather must be seasoned
and properly handled. We are splendidly equipped for
making specialties of all kinds. Repairing is one of our
long suits. Give us a trial and be convinced. We have
a large stock of collars. Any ilorses or mule deserves a
good fit in a collar. Let us show you our stock and abil-
ity to please you.

















Dr. R. L. Bradley
Veterinary surgeon,
:3-raduate of Ontario Veterinary Col e. WOO & wood 7
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Cas-
tration or Stallions; firing by a new ),
process. Very special surgical Opor
,ttions for tk cure of Spavins and
Strirwhalt. Neurotomy for the:cure
of lameness in Navicular diseases. k
Office at Gray & Gates livery stablo,
East Ninth street, near L. & N. do-
pot. Telephone I.
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OR. H. C. BEAZLEY
Specialist.
EVE. EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. nn., 2 to 6 p




Cleani.ca and Loan.ilea hair.
i'ruinutes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray/
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Cure. mop diseases I,
50c, anf.l.il....uo5:L__g:)rn giata ;
. Office, Hopper Block. c  
Cumb Phones, 74 and 14-2





Nu Kid You Have Always tiCJC
THE BEST
WE CAN PROVE IT!
We Mean What We Say
The Adrian Wire Fence is the best on the market. Made of the best
grade hard SYCI:C and heavily galvanized. All wires in the Adrian
are of the same length, no possibility of slack wires to impair the
efficiency of the fence. The tie will not slip; it securely holds the
cross and lateral wires. which combines to add strength to the Fence
and allows it to conform to uneven as well as to level ground. You
will miss a good thine if you buy without investigating the Adrian.
We Also Handle the Pittsburg
One of the best fences on the market. Smooth and Barbed Wire
Staples and Nails When in town come in and leave your order.
Our Motto:













WEEKLY KEN TUCKY NE NT ERA.
••••••Imlit
SPEECH OF MR. HELM BRUCE
Delivered March 2nd at Court tiouse in tiopkins
ville Under Auspices of Law
and Ord:r League and Published in Full by the New 
Era
by the Authority of the League.
Fellow ciitiz3ns and friends: I
would be of a peculiar mold if I did
: not appreciate most highly the hon-
or that has been conferred upon me
by being asked to address you under
the unique conditions that now pre-
vail in our state, Wnen the invita-
tion first came to me I thought pos-
sibly it might be claimed if I came
here to speak, not being a resident
or citizen of Hopkinsville or Chris-
tian county,or even of Southwestern
Kentucky, that I might be consider-
ed an intruder; but then she thought
; came to me again that Kentucky is
my home. I was bred and born in
, the old state, and here my father
. was born and my father's father be-
fore him, and my mother and my
: mother's mother before her. Ken-
tucky is my home and it has been
for generations past the home of my
people, and I do not feel that any
• where in one square foot of its sac-
red territory I am a stranger in a
• strange land, and I feel that where-
• ever I go in the state I am at home
and when I speak to Kentuckians,
whether the, be in the mountains
or in the valleys, north, south, east
or west, I speak to men who are my
• brethren. I know, too, that when I
look in the faces of the people of this
audience I look into the faces of
those who from cnildhood have sat
around the sacred firesides at home
• and have heard from the lips of lov-
ed ones the same history, the same
• legends and traditions that I have
, heard—who have heard from loving
• lips the same precepts, the same in-
centives to right living, the same
high conception of life, the same
conceptions of duty, duty to home,
duty to country and duty to God. I
feel, therefore, that when I address
this audience I do not address an
audience of strangers, but that we
are Kentuckians all. And what does
that mean? What is it, my friends,
to be a citizen of Kentucky?
It has been our boast,and I believe
justly, that "Kentuckian" is ,the
synonym of courage and chivalry
• among men and for purity among
women. That Kentucky since its
admission into the union has held
high place in the sisterhood of
states; that we have always stood
for law and for order; that we have
• always responded to the calls made
upon us by its call of duty whatever
sacrifice it might require. The first
daughter of the grand mother of
commonwealths, old Virginia, Ken-
tucky was settled by a race of men
who would necessarily have laid the
foundation for greatness wherever
fortune might have led them. The
earlier settlers in this state followed
such men as Daniel Boone and Sim-
on Kenton, men whose names have
become embalmed in song and story,
that are familiar upon the lips of all
men in all:countries and in all climes
where bravery and fortitude and
privation are admired, even on the
lips and in the minds of children
where venture is loved.
Following these men in latter
days came that great character in
early history, George Rogers Clark,
who led from the shores of Kentuc-
ky that band of heroes that went in-
to thegreat Northwest and conquer-
ed and held for the parent state of
Virginia, before Kentucky became a
state, that princely domain which
afterwards formed the subject of
Virginia's great gift to the union,
and ont of which has been carved
the territory of five sovereign states,
Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Wisconsin
and Michigan. And on down in lat-
er times the nation has never called
for men but that Kentucky respond-
ed. For the war of 1812, for the war
with Mexico, for the civil war, for
the Spanish war— wherever men
have been needed and wherever the
nation has called for them they have
Calne forth in more than sufficient
number from the state of Kentucky;
and in that Titanic struggle in the
sixties when two nations were con-
tending against each other in this
land, the two men who stood at the
head of the two great contending
forces, Abraham Lincoln and Jeffer-
son Davis, both saw the light of day
first in the state of Kentucky and
breathed the air of Kentucky with
the first breath they drew.
And upon the field of battle there
were no knightlier soldiers that wore
either uniform than two Kentuc-
kians, John C. Breckinridge and
Albert Sidney Johnston, one a Ken-
tuckian by birth and the other by
adoption. And on both sides of that
great struggle Kentucky's sons were
found. Since I have been in this
house this afternoon a gentleman
came up and shook my hand and
asked me if I were related to Gen.
Ben Hardin Helm. It was my plea-
sure to tell him he was my uncle.
He poured out his heart's blood up-
the field of battle for what he believ-
ed was right.
So wherever you go, and to what-
ever field of action in this nation's
history, you will find that Kentuckf
has occupied an honorable place.
Turn to the field of statemanship
and oratory, and you may search
the annals of time and of nations
and you will find no greater name
than that of Henry Clay. Whether
he sat in his law office at Lexington
or presided over the house of repre-
sentatives at Washington or stood
before Kings in Europe he was court-
ed as a prince among men.
I will not stop to name others of
scarcely less fame, men like Crit-
tenden, Marshall and Menifee.
Now, my friends,is not that a glor-
ious heritage? It is yours, and it is
mine. It is an inheritance won for
you and won for me, and won for
your children and for my children;
an inheritance not boughtwith mon-
ey, an inheritance that not the
wealth of Croesus could buy —an in-
heritance won by the bloodshed of
brave men and by the silent sacri-
fice of noble women: an inheritance
that is without price and that should
by cherished.by every people worthy
to be known among civilized men as
one which they will forever defend
with all the power that lies within
them. ( Applause)
But, my friends, while we have
had high honor among men, while
our name has been great among the
people of the earth, is there not dan-
ger to us in the present time? As
that name has been given to us, and
that honor paid by the world, as the
tribute which is ever paid to duty
done, to sacrifice made, to high
achievement, so if the world finds
that our glory has departed, our
fame will die.
I recall a few years ago hearing a
gentleman in the Scotch-Irish con-
vention in the city of Louisville—I
suppose that there are no sturdier
people on the face of the earth than
those same Scotch-Irish—make this
charge to the people to whom he had
spoken. He had been commending
the Scotch-Irish for what they had
done in the world's history. He had
begun back in the days of the old
Covanfers in Scotland and brought
them down to this country. He had
spoken of them in Pennsylvania, in
the valleys of Virginia and at King's
Mountain. He had recalled all the
glories of their past, and then he
said: •'But this remember: that un-
less these great deeds of this great
past act as an incentive to do migh-
ier deeds in the future, it will be a
handicap to you in "He.' "Remem-
ber," said he, "take the case of an
individual, of a young man, who has
in his blood that of a noble ancestry,
who thinks to himself, 'My ances-
try has done enough for me,' and ac-
cepts that as sufficient in life and
does nothing for himself, and makes
of that same good name but a flowery
bed of ease in which to lie in degen-
erate idlesness. But, on the other
hand, the man who feels that I have
a good name to defend, the man who
feels that my father and mother who
gave me birth speak to me from the
grave and call on me to defend the
names they left me—that man has
within his soul the greatest incentive
to noble deeds that mortal man can
have. So it is with a nation, so it is
with a people, so it is with a com-
munity. If we rest contented with
the past, if we say our ancesters
have been great and noble and we
sit idly down and allow their glory
to depart from us, we have an ac-
counting to make with them in the
great day that is to come when the
innermost secrets of all men shall be
known. But, on the other hard, if
taking their great and valorous
deeds, accepting them as a responsi-
bility and not as a justification for
rest, accepting them as a demand
upon us that we shall keep the good
name untarnished. then we shall go
forward in advance, then we shall
go forward in the right, then we
shall advance civilization in the land
where we live,—with that incentive
no people can ever degenerate.
Now, let us stop and reflect. You
all know the conditin§ that exist in
our beloved state as well or better
than I. But just think for a moment.
In order that we may have the facts
before us while we proceed, let me
in briefest form recall to you some-
thing of the occurrences in our state
the last two years. I have not come
here to speak of the right and the
wrong of the question between the
American Tobacco company and the
Tobacco Association. I have not
come here to speak of the right or
the wrong of that great tobacco ques-
tion as it might be called. There are
tribunals for the determination of
that question and it is not for me to
speak upon that subject. I have
come here to speak and to speak on-
ly on the preservation of law in the
commonwealth pf Kentucky.
Let me briefly recall to you the
facts. J ust a little over two years ago
in the town of Trenton, in the coun-
ty of Todd, a warehotise was burned
by masked men. A little over a
month after that, I believe in Janu-
ary, 1906,a factory or warehouse was
dynamited in the town of Elkton,
the county seat of Todd. During the
spring and summer following there
were numerous individual cases of
sowing salt in tobacco beds and
scraping tobacco beds and other
forms of the destruction of private
property. On the night preceding
December 1, 1906, a band of masked
men entered the town of Princeton,
the county seat of Caldwell county,
a town of probably three thousand
inhabitants, and there with the force
of their numbers, amidst a sleeping
community, burned two or three
factories or warehouses and destroy-
ed an amount of private property
which I do not recall. That was a
felony under the law of the land. No
man was ever punished for it.
Along during that spring and sum-
mer there followed again individual
cases of destruction of property,
plant beds destroyed and plowed up.
Whether there were any houses
burned or not I do not now recall,
but on the night of the sixth of De-
cember, 1907, only a few months ago,
or in the early hours of the morning
of December 7th, here in the city of
Hopkinsville, a city of more than
ten thousand people, the county seat
of one of the best counties of Ken-
tucky, a masked mob appeared and
with the precision of an army, took
possession of the telephone offices,
telegraph offices, the fire depart-
ment and even, I believe, the rail-
road engines so they could not whis-
tle, and they set fire to and destroy-
ed three great factories and all the
property in them besides a number
of smaller business places and small-
er residences of people of this city.
Through the streets of this civilized
commuuity marched this mob in the
light of burning houses and shot up
the principal business places of this
town, shooting into banks, into news
paper office, into private houses,
even sho.ting into the residence of a
minister of the gospel, and capped
the climax of their infamy by drag-
ging a man out from his home and
applying the lash to his hack. No
man has ever been punished for
that.
A little bit latter, less than a
month, on the night of tho third of
January, less than two months ago,
a similar band invaded the town of
Russellvtlle, a pl ice of three thous-
and or thirty-five hundred inhabi-
tants, the county seat of your sister
and neighboring county of Logan,
and there repeated the Hopkinsville
performance.
A little bit later than that, 'believe
on the 25th of January, they invaded
the town of Dawson Springs, shot up
the Arcadia hotel, dragged a board-
er out of his room and whipped him.
On the 26th of January they took a
man, I understand to be an old man,
named Rodgers, out of his house in
the dead of night in the north part
of this county and applisd the lash
to his back.
On the fourth day of Februrry
they appeared in the village of Dy-
ersburg, on the Cuinberland river, a
few miles belcw Eddyville and burn-
ed a factory, burned a distillery, and
took a man by he name of Groves
and beat him with a stick of thorns.
Then they went to the house 131 Hen-
ry Bennett and called for fflm to
come out. His wife and sister-in-law
who was watching by the bedside of
a son lying ill with pneumonta,
went out and told the mob the boy's
condition and sought to get them to
leave, and then, with that chivalry
for which Kentuckians are noted,
did they depart? No. They drove
those devoted women, that mother
and wife, back into the house, with
the use of epithets I will not repeat,
and demanded that the old man be
brought out; and when Bennett ap-
peared, in the pressnce of his wife,
they dragged him to a tree, as if he
were a slave, and there applied the
thongs to him until the blood flowed
from a Kentuckian's back.
Then a few days later they invad-
ed the town of Eddyville and there
they took a judge and a town mar-
shall and one other white man and
putting shackles upon their wrists,
carried them to the river bank, and
having taken along with them seve-
ral negroes, and !toying bought or
taken from a store four new whips,
forced these men to take off their
coats and shirts; two of the men tak-
ing whips at a time, they applied the
lash to these men one by one until
the blood flowed from their backs.
Here in this county, almost within
the hearing of my voice today, on
lest Thursday night, they attacked a
house inha5ited only by a young
man and his wife and a 14-months-
old baby. They set fire to that house
with coal oil and when the family
started to come out they were driv-
back by the masked men and only
allowed to come out when the roof
was almost falling in.
All around over this county,' have
not the time to enumerate them and
they are not in my memory In detail
just at present, men have been drag-
ged out of their homes and humilat-
ed by having the lash applied to their
backs.
Fellow citizens, I have not in the
description I have given indulged in
harsh terms. I have simply stated
the facts which every man knows to
be facts. I have simply stated the
facts which you know, and which
the world in these days of telegraph
and telephone knows to be true;
things that have hopped in the old
commonweath of Kentucky. What
does it mean? I will tell you what
it means. It means anarchy, red-
handed anarchy. It means the de-
struction of government. The abol-
ition of law. It means that which,
my friends, if you are true to history
cannot remain longer true in the
state of Kentucky.
I was present at a great gathering
in the city of Louisville a few nights
after the death of President McKin-
ley, when he had fallen at the hands
of an assassin, of an anarchist. The
whole country was united at that
time in love for that man. I care
not whether they were Republicans
or Democrats, the man who was the
president of the United States, a
man who was a Christian gentle-
man, a man who had turned to his
beloved wife just before taking the
long journey and had whispered,
"Nearer my God to thee"; that man
had fallen by the hand of an anar-
chist, and his death had united this
country for a time in love for him
that has not often been the case in
this land. And there was gathered
in the great auditorium of Louisville
which would hold between five and
six thousand peeple, a mighty audi-
ence there to pay tribute to his be-
loved memory, and to denounce his
assassin; and the speech made that
night which attracted more ap-
plause, which brought down the
very house itself, was the speech of
a railroad man, by which I do not
mean a railroad president, or a rail-
road treasurer, or a railroad direc-
tor director, but of a railroad loco-
motive engineer. That man arose
to speak his sentiments upon the
subject and I shall never forget his
manner when with his hands raised
he said: "My fellow citizens, wheth-
er you be Democrats or Republicans,
I am here to announce that there is
not a foot of American soil in which
the weed of anarchy can grow."
(app'ause.) So I repeat there is not
a foot of American soil, there is not
a foot of Kentucky soil, in which
the seed of anarchy can grow.
My friends, I what we have seen
in our midst means absence of gov-
ernment, it means the death of gov-
ernment, if it continues. Anarchy
is the absence of law. That is the
very meaning of the word, and ab-
sence of law cannot exist where
government exists. If government
exists there must be law, and those
laws must be enforced. Did you
ever stop to think—I suppose you all
have—of what is the purpose of gov-
ernment, for what government is
formed, why we pay taxes? The
taxes we pay in Louisville I know
are very heavy and I suppose .they
are reasonably heavy down here.
Did you ever think what we pay
them for, in other words, did you
ever think what is the origin and
purpose of government?
My friends, it has but one primal
fundamental purpose and that is
to protect the individual, to see
that every man has a right to
pursue happiness in 1118 own way,
having due regard for his fellow-
man, and without molestation from
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his fellowman. That Is the very world the only people
 in this broad
fundamental purpose of it. The mer-
chant does not need the help of the
government to enable him to sell his
goods, but he does need the aid of
government to protect him while he
is selling his goods; he does need the
aid of government to prevent other
men from entering his store and
robbing him of his goods. He does
need the aid of the government to
make men pay for them who take
them under promise of paymeet;
but he does not need the aid of gov-
ernment simply to sell. He needs it
for his protection. The f rner 'does
not need the aid of the eminent
to enable him to sow an reap his
crops, but he does need the aid of
land not capable of self government.
These are strong words, but tell
me if they are not true? If the law
is not enforced, if protection to the
individuals is not given in the corn-
munit7 where you are the people,
then you simply cannot govern your-
selves and you must stand before the
world and confess "We are not cap-
able of self government in the grand
old commonwealth of Kentucky."
My friends, can we say? Will we
say it? I appeal to men who hold
the inheritence to which I referred
a few momenta ago. I appeal to men
that hold the inheritance won, as I
said, by the shed blood of heroes and
the sacrifices of women; I appeal to
government to protect him while he 
men who are descendants of those
IS doing it and that is why govern_ who followed
 Boone and Ken n
ment was formed in the beginning, and reclai
med this land from e
rSuppose we had no governrstent,takeed savage!
 I appeal to the sons of
the original condition of. man. No 
men who followed George Rogers
man was able to cope with the Clarkinto
 Illinois and won the great
strength of those who might band northwe
st territory from the Brit-
against him in disregard of his life; tish soldier
s and Indians; I appeal
tbut if all men who desired to do o the sons o
f men who have shed
Fight, who preferred to be law-abid- their blood 
on the battle field; I ap-
ing, banded together and formed an
organization, they would be strong-
for a hundred years, have shown
er than any man. And just here let themsel
ves capable of self govern-
me call your attention to this con- n. len
t, and I ask you if you are will-
sideration. I use the words of an- 
leg to say that you cannot govern
other and not my own: "Organized simply b
ecause there is rising over
virtue since the beginning has been thi
s land a lot of men with masks
stronger than organized vice." you on
 their faces, beating old men,
abusing women and calling fathersmay try it here. You may try it as
It has been tried since the world be- an
d mothers from the bedside of the
sick?. My friends, you cannot con-
tried 
You may try it as it has been cedea. But it is going to be a try-since the beginning of govern- ng time. a time to try men's souls;
ment, and it will be found that if 
i 
a time to require sacrifice, sacrificemen are brave and strong and con- of money, sacrifice of time, sacrificetmue in their purpose, organized
virtue is stronger than organized
of ease and sacrifice of comfort, and
vice. Now, that is why mben formed 
iit s possible sacrifice of life, though
government government originally. 
Ihope not. But it will require sac-
They formed it for mutual protec-
i rifice of some kind. You can put It
down as true and every man shouldtions against those who were not
willing to regard the property rights I ma
ke known where he stands.
and personal safety of their fellow- 
I There should be nu doubt about
men, and that was the sole purpose whe
re any man stands, whether he
stands on the side of the law or onfor which government was formed. the side of anarchy. (Applause.)
Therefore, my friends if I I would to God there were some
that purpose is not aCcorn- great leader in this community who
plished, if the government 
on 
does 
•pcould lead these eop
le as old Joshua
not afford tnat protectio did the people of Israel when he
for which government was formed lead them n the valley of Shechem
then government has failed in the 
i
and said to them "Let every man
very purpose of its creation. You
elect governors, judges, sheriffs, 
choose this day whom he will serve;
as for me and my house we will
legislators, you build court houses,
jails, you raise taxes from your own 
I serve the Lord.
That is what we must do today.
earnings to pay for those things sim-
ply to get protection; nothing else. That 
is what good people, brave peo-
Therefore, if government does not 
pie and the courageous people must
afford protection, then government
fails in the very fundamental cause
and reason of its existence and taxes
are paid in vain. Taxes, my friends,
are but the price which the citizens
pay for the protection which the
government promises, and if you do
not get the protection you get noth-
ing for your taxes and that brings
the question home to every man in
the community. The great historian
and political philosopher, David
Hume, has expressed somewhat the
same thought or really, exactly the
same thought in words like these:
"Kings and parliaments, and armies
and navies are supported, and taxes
are levied for tlse ultimate purpose
of putting into the jury box twelve
honest men; these men to say what
is right and what is wrong, and then
the whole power of organized gov-
ornment is to be used to be used to
enforce that mandate."
Now, my friends, he that raises
the wind will likely reap the whirl-
wind. You cannot start a fire with-
out expecting it to communicate.
You cannot cut the dam and hold
the water back. You cannot break
down the barriers of law and have
any government left. You cannot,
when one questiou is rife, break
down the barriers of law and turn
the mob loose to wreak their ven-
geance without expecting the fever
of lawlessness to spread and every
man to be at the mercy of the out-
law. It inevitably comes. It may
be tobacco one year, it may be wheat
another, it may be some other form
of industry another year, it may be
religion another year. There may
come a time when certain men in
this community may attempt to boy-
cott and to punish those who
do not happen to believe with them
in the manner of worshipping al-
mighty God. We have seen reli-
gious persecutions in the world's
history and we know what they
mean; and if you break down the
barriers which restrain men within
the principles of right living and
turn every man loose to punish
every other man that he does not
like, he is a brave man who wonld
attempt to hazard a guess at what
would become of us. Our salvation,
our existence as a civilized people,
depends and depends absolutely up-
on the enforcement of law, upon re-
quiring men to submit to the law
and to bring their differences, if
differences they have, in the court
house where we stand today.
Now, my friends, when the ques-
tion is asked what shall we do about
it, that question comes back, and
must come back, to you for answer.
The governor of this state cannot
stop it. One man several hundred
miles from here cannot preserve
order over southwetern Kentucky.
He may do what he has done in the
way of sending troops to important
points, as he has sent them here to
prevent such &raid as you had on
the 7th of December, but he cannot
plant an arrneci guard in every farm
house in this part of the state. There
are not enough soldiers in the com-
monwealth to do it. It is not with-
in his power. The legislatures may
pass laws, but what are the laws
where anarchy prevails? What are
laws if they are not enforced? I
say the question comes back to the
people of this community and it
comes back to you, and to see that
the laws are enforced. This is not
only a government of the people. The
provinces and the kingdom of the
Czar have a government of the peo-
ple, but it is a goverment of the peo-
ple by the Czar, and he holds his
rebellious subjects in check with
the mailed hand of power. But this
is a government not only of the peo-
ple but by the people, and in local
matters you are the people, and
the question comes back to you
to govern yourselves. I, gentlemen,
do not minimize the difficulty
of the situation, but at last it comes
to you. Now what will you do? Will
you allow things to stand as they
are? If so then you confess youselves
to be in the eyes of the civilized
do. You must make every man say
where he stands so that you may
know him. And it is not a time
when any may can hide or run away.
It is not a time when any man with
the blood of Kentucky in his veins
can afford to hide whether it be wa-
der the excuse of lack of time or
lack of ability or lack of courage or
lack of anything else. No man can
hide today. And that recalls to me
another story taken from Holy
Writ. When Jezebel was the queen
of Israel and the .false prophets of
Baal were overrunning the land aud
the worship of Jehovah was near
abolition, the old prophet Elijah in
a moment of terror fled before the
painted face of his queen and took
refuge in a cave in the mountains
whence he was called by the voice
of God asking him that question,
which has rung down through the
ages, "What doest thou here, Eli-
jah?" A cave in the mountain side
was no place for an Israelite when
the worship of the true God was
trembling in the balance in Israel.
So, my friends, no place of hiding
under any possible excuse is a place
for any Kentuckian who calls him-
self a man when the supremacy of
law and the good name of the old
state are trembling in the balance.
There must be awakened a public
opinion among all men. Every man
must be vigilant to see that the laws
are enforced. You cannot sit down
in idleness. Now is the time for
action, by which I mean vigilant
attention to the enforcement of
law. If there is any man who
knows some thing to be brought
to the attention of the grand jury,
it is that man's duty unless he be a
coward to go and tell it. It is the
duty of the grand jury if evidence is
brought before it to indict as their
oath binds them to. It is the duty
of the petit jurors when men are
brought before them if the evidence
shows that they are guilty to find a
verdict of guilty. It is the duty of
every officer of every tribunal of
every man and woman to unite their
hands in upholding the supremacy
of law in Christian county.
Furthermore all the danger should
not be allowed to fall on men who
go before the grand jury and testify
and on the grand jury which finds
an indictment. If any man goes be-
fore the grand jury and testifies to
facts and that man fears that he
may be visited by the Night Riders
and desires protection, it is the duty
of this community to give that man
protection. If he wants a guard
around his house, it is the duty of
this community, even if it costs
money and the personal convenience
of some of you, to give that man
protection. If a grand jury, which
has returned an indictment or a petit
juror which has returned a verdict
feel on account of where he lives in
an unprotected place that he needs
protection or wants protection, this
community will have to give that
man protection, and in this way yc u
will have to hold up the hands of
your officers and your people and
support and stand solidly behind
them.
Now, my friends, it is not possible
for a man like myself to stand be-
fore you and tell you everything
that can be done, but the question is
one which simply calls for the exer-
cise of that courage and that fidelity
and toot intelligence which makes
us capable of self-government. It is
not every people on the face of the
earth that are capable of self gov-
ernment. Many are not. But it has
been our boast that we are and here
is a situation that simply calls for
that capacity, courage and intelli-
gence which make the Anglo Saxon
race capable of self government.
I tell you, my friends, another
thin t: If you exhibit the weakness
of oul' government here, it won't
stop in Christian county, or South-
western Kentucky. It will not stop
In Kentucky. You know that every
year there are coming to the shores
of America thousands upon thous-
ands of foreigners, from the South-
ern shores of Europe as well as from
the northern shores. If I am cor-
rectly informed, the great majority
of our immigrants today come from
the shores of Southern Europe.
Those people are coming here by the
teeming thousands. The time will
come when there will be great con-
flict in this land between law and
lawlessness, between those who are
accustomed, and who have been ac-
customed for generations to the
maintenance of law and submission
to authority, and those who deny it.
There will come, in course of time,
a great test of the power of Ameri-
can constitutions. The world is
looking on Kentucky today. People
in foreigh lands as well as all ovet
our own land, are looking upon Ken-
tucky today, upon the strife between
law and anarchy, and if the fire of
anarchy burns :lere it spread outside
of Kentucky to other places in this
great union, and I appeal to you,
and it is the last word I have to say;
I appeal to men and women of this
county and of Southwestern Ken-
tucky, to those whose blood runs
back info the veins of heroes; to
those who have shown themselves
capable of self government for more
than a hundred years, I appeal tts
you to root the weed of anarchy
forever out of this soil.
Alice Roosevelt's Wedding
was something to be recorded in the
annals of history. Herbine has been
acknowledged the greatest of liver
regulators. A positive cure for bil-
ious headaches, constipatioa, chills
and fever, and all liver complaints.
J. C. Smith, Little Rock, Ark.,
writes: "Herbine is the greatest
liver medicine known. Have used it
for years. It does the work." Sold
by L. A. Johnson & Co.
 low 
Every Wowan Will Be Interested.
Mother Gray, a nurse in New
York, discovered an aromatic,
pleasant herb cure for women's ills,
called australian-Leaf. It is the
only certain regulator. Cures fe-
male weaknesses and backache, kid-
ney, bladder and urinary troubles.
At all Druggists or by mail 50 eta.
Sample free. Address, The Mother
Gray Co., LeRoy, N. Y.
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CHESTER WALKER
Dies At The Home of His Father In
This City.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Chester Walker, son of George W.
Walker, died at his father's home
last night of consumption of the
bowels. For the past several months
he had been living in Louisville but
arrived here last Saturday. He was
twenty seven years of age. Mr.
Walker had been married twice, his
first wife being dead. His second
wife, who was Miss Maggie Cook, of
Memphis, survives him. He wa •
reared in Hopkinsville ard studied
in the public schools and has many
friends here. He was a talented en
tertainer and had appeared in local
shows many times.
Funeral services will be held Sun-
day afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
residence of George W. Walker on
Mechanic street. Interment in
Riverside cemetery.
Goof! for Everybody
Mr. Norman R. Coulter, a promi—
nent architect, in the Delbert build-
ing, San Francisco, says: 'I fully
endorse all that has been said of
Electric Bitters as a tonic medicine.
It is good for everybody. It is good
for everybody. It corrects stomach,
liver and kidney dirorders in a
prompt and efficient manner and
builds up the system. ' Electric Bit
tors is the best spring medicine ev-
er sold over a druggist's counter.
as a blood purifier it is unequaled.
50c at Cook & Higgins and Cook's
Pharmacy.
HOWEL NOTES.
Rev. Moore, o f Russellville
preached at Olivet Baptist church
Sunday in the absence of Rev.
Hutcherson.
Miss Maybell Giles returned home
after visiting friends in Hopkins-
vine.
Mr. Fulton Major retu:ned home
after visiting friends near Howell.
Mrs. L. B. Cayce is visiting her
sister Mrs. J. M. Clardy this week.
Mr. Jesse Giles is on the sick list
this week.
Miss Teunie Clardy visited friene
in Hopkinsville this week.
Mr. 0. M. Wilson has resigned hit
position with Forbes Mfg. Co.
Miss Florence Grey opened a




How to Avoid Pneumonia.
You can avoid pneumonia an
other 3erious results frcm a cold by
taking Foley's Honey and Tar. It
stops the cough, heals the lungs and
expels the cold from the system.
Refuse any but the genuine in th
yellow package. L. A. Johnson &
Co.
This is Worth Remembering.
Whenever you have a cough or
cold, just remember that Foley's
Honey and Tar will cure it. Do not
risk your health by taking any but
the genuine. It is in yellow pack-
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NEARLY A HUNDRED
OLDEST PATIENT DIES AT THE
WESTERN ASYLUM
Had Been Under Treatment About
One Year.-Her Home in Da-
viess County.
Mrs. Martha A. Cole, the oldest
patient in the Western Kentucky
Asylum for the Insane, died of se-
nility Saturday. Mrs. Cole was
ninety seven years of age and totally
band. She had been an inmate of
the institution for about a year.
Mrs. Cole was from one of the
prominent families of Daviess
county. She was not considered
dangerous or violent at all, and in
her ravings she constantly thought
of her children and would call to
them to get ready to go "the barbe-
cue" or something along that line.
She was often visited by her children
oldest of whom was a son who was
seemingly near the three score and
ten mark himself. The body was
skipped to her home for burial.
The Four D's.
Charles Spurgeon once said that
there were three great enemies to
man-"dirt, debt and the devil."
He might have added one more d
and included dyspepsia. The evil
results of this disease could hardly
be exaggerated. It's effects are felt
in mind and body, and are so far
reaching as the effects of the curse
that was laid on the Jackdaw of
Rheims which was cursed in "eating
and drinking and sleeping, in stand-
ing, sitting and lying." The good
effects of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medi-
cal Discovery are most marked ag-
gravated and chronic cases of dys-
pepsia. It enables the stomach
glands to secrete the necessary quan-
tity of digestive fluids, and this at
once removes that craving or gnaw-
ing sensation so common to certain
forms of indigestion. It tones and
regulates the stomach,. invigorates
the torpid liver and gives the blood-
making glands keen assimilative
power. "Golden Medical Discov-
ery" cures ninety-eight per cent of
those who use it.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are
superior to all other laxative medi-
cines when the bowels are obstruct-
ed.
Butler Not Whipped.
G. W. Butler, of Todd county, de-
nies the widely circulated report
that he haa been whipped by Night
Riders. According to the Clarks-
ville Leaf Chroricle, Mr. Butler
says he has never seen a Night Rider
or received a warning and has been
a member of the association for two
'years.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars
Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CEIENEY k Co., Tole-
do, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 16 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions, and fi-
nancially able to carry out any ob-
ligations made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists. Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in-
ternally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Testimonials sent free.
Price, 75c, per bottle. Sold by all
Druggists.
' Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
Two Unwelcome Visitors Here.
At this season La Grippe and
Pneumonia cause more deaths than
consumption. Foley's Honey and
Tar cures la grippe coughs that may
result in pneumonia over night. Do
not take chances with a cold when
Foley's Honey and Tar will quickly
cure it. L. A. Johnson & Co.
Make a note now to get Ely's
;ream Balm if you are troubled
AO nasal catarrh, hay fever or cold
- in the head. It is purifying and
soothing to the sensitive membrane
that lines the 4ir-passages. It is
made to overcome the disease, not
to fool the patients by a short, de-
ceptive relief. There is no cocaine
nor mercury In it. Do not be talked
into taking a substitute for Ely's
Cream Halm. All druggists sell it.
Price 50c. Mailed by Ely Bros., 68
Warren street, New York.
In a Pinch, Use Allen's Foot-Ease.
A powder for tired, aching, swol-
len feet. We have over 30,000 testi-
monials. All druggists, 25c. Don't
accept any substitute. Trial pack-
age free by mail. Address Allen S.
Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
• 
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Land sale for state and county taxes for
the year 1907.
I will on Monday, April 6th, 1908, between the hours
of 10 a. m. and 4 p. m., at the Court House door in Hop-
kinsville, Ky.. sell for cash for the State and County taxes
due, the following lands and town lots, or as much thereof
as will pay the taxes due and cost. In addition to the
amounts listed $1 will be added for cost.
DAVID SMITH,
Sheriff Christ ian County
NO. 1-WHITE.
Boyd, Mrs Sue, n. r., 15
acres land 
Carter, R L, for wife, 212
acres land 
Dillon, J M, 36 acres land 
Davis, Mrs M A, n. r., 3 town
lots 
Faulkner, J H, n. r., 1 town
lot 
Gee, Mrs S V, 210 acres land
Gafford, Harry, n. r., 11 acres
land 
Griffey, A B, n. r., 67 acres
land 
Hill, Lee R, 1 town lot 
Jones, E D, for Mrs Mollie
Gregory, 100 acres land
McKnight, J no M, 60 acres
land 
McGraw, G W, 1 acre land 
Major, M 5, for wife, 486 acres
land and 1 town lot 
Story, J E, 3n0 acres land  
Smith, Emma, 4 acres land  
Smith, V R, n. r., 1 town lot
Sypert, Mrs M D, n. r., 1
town lot 
Terry, Tom, n. r., 440 acres
land 
NO. 2-WHITE.
Eddins, W W, 140 acres land
3 town lots 
Jenkins, L A, for wife, n. r.,
60 acres land 
Lloyd, Mrs S E, 2 acres land
Moore, Mrs R J, n. r.. 5 acres
land 
Morris, W F, 2 town lots.  
Young, F M, (sold to Adrian
Bell, col.) 68 acres land
NO. 8-WHITE.
Ware, L E, 90 acres land....
Young, W M, 110 acres land
$ 3.00 Young, J C, 98 acres land....
NO. 4-WHITE.
24.001 Allen, J L, 1 town lot........
19.10 Brown, Alice, 1 town lot....
Bradley, Earl, 1 town lot....
12.13 Buckner, Mrs Mary K, 1
town lot 
3.58 Blakemore, Mrs L McF, 1
15.74 town lot 
I Crandall, Mrs Minnie, 1 town
3.001 lot 
Cushman & Winfree, 9 acres
6.00 land 
10.45 Callis, E G, Pinkney Camp-
bell, 1 town lot 
Callis, E G, Johanna Chris-
tianson, 1 town lot 
Callis, E G. Frank Campbell,
1 town lot. 
Crockett, A P, n. r., 2 town
107.58 lots 
20.79 Donaldson, Mrs Mary, 1
4.17 town lot 
7.14 Gunn, Dr. J A , 50 acres land
and 6 town lots. 
1.82 Myers, Mrs Lena, 3 town lots
Myers, Max, 1 town lot 
McDaniel, Dr R F, 1 town lot
McCarroll, Mrs Mary T, 461
acres land, 1 town lot 
McGinnis, J N, 3 town lots 
Norton, W P, n. r., 1 town
lot 
Phelps, James, 1 town lot 
Phelps, Geo R, n. r., 1 town
lot 
1.43 Powell, W P, 1 town lot...  
Rogers, J F. 1 town lot 
Robinson, F T, 1 town lot 









Armstrong,Jno, 12 acres land 4.84
Allen, J J, 4 town lots  3.60
Baker, Mrs Dorcas, 60 acres
land  1.60
Bone, J T. 76 acres land  8.17
Brasher Coal Co., 2,040 acres
land  72.80
Brasher, Jno B, n. r., SO acres
land  3.00
Bernard, H B, n. r., 200 acres
land  3.60
Carroll, Mrs M S, 50 acres
land 6.46
Crabtree, James, 110 acres
land  7.01
Dulin, Mrs. Mary E, n. r., 345
acres of land  16.00
Deason, Rosa L, 18 acres land 2.47
Davis, Mrs J ane,60 acres land 1.90
Gamble, Z T, 100 acres land 6.88
Gray, Geo W, 100 acres land 6.24
Holland, R P, 60 acres land.. 4.22
Herndon, Mary E, 100 acres
land  26.35
Josey, Harvey, n. r., 22 acres
land  1.90
Jones, J T. 37 acres land  4.73
Jones, J M, 94 acres land 6.72
Johnson, 0, 60 acres land  4.84
Johnson, Mrs Belle 150 acres
land  3.76
Jarmon, C W. 50 acres land 5.88
Keys, Mrs E A, 40 acres land 1.32
King, Mrs ON, 127 acres land 3.66
Layne, W A, 180 acres land 64.87
Lewis, Mrs S J, 1 town lot  1.32
Meacham, D R, X acres land 13.28
Meacham, Mrs P H, 66 acres
land  1.90
Martin, W C, for Croley, 240
acres land  28.04
McKenzie, B C, n. r., 148
acres land 4.33
Powell, J M, n. r., 1X acres
land  1.66
Pennington, E A, n. r., 30
acres land 1.90
Philipps, Mrs Sarah, 60 acres
land  1.82
Page, J C, 130 acres land.  8.31
Phipps,Ellen D,10 acres land .50
Robinson, E H, 70 acres landaL 6.61
Tucker, J J, 60 acres land ' 4.17
Tucker, Jas E, 60 acres land 4.17
Vinson, Mrs Mary, 80 acres
land  1.48
West, Mrs S B, 100 acres land 4.17
West, W E, 96 acres land-.  8.16
White, r and sister, 76 acres 1.90
Williams, N B, 244 acres land 6.88
acres land, 1 town lot..
Simmons, J C, for sister, 1
town lot 
Southall, G W, for H L Ma-
son. 4 acres land . 
Veach, E L, 1 town lot 
West. W H estate, 1 town lot
H A, n. r., 1 town
lot 
Warder, G M, 2 town lots  
NO. 5-WHITE.
Beadle, Mrs H A, 1 town lot
Blanchard, Allen, 122 acres
land 
Beshears, W P, 100 acres land
Boyd, W L, 35 acres land 
Boyd, L W, n. r., 84 acres
land 
Cansler, M B. 10 acres land..
Coleman, T E, n. r., 117 acres
lam; 
Cox, Vigie, n. r., 113 acres
land
Corbett, Jas, 115 acres land 
Davis, G D, 111 acres land
and 1 town lot
Denton, Mrs Sarah, 80 acres
land 
East, B E, 46 acres land 
Earle, Mrs M E, X acre land
Empire Coal Co, 1,063 acres
land 
Fowler, Jno, 1 town lot 
Fowler, J L, 50 acres land 
Glover, John, FA acres land 
Gates, B W, 76 acres land 
Holt, W C, 150 acres land 
Hardy, W L, n. r., 39 acres
land 
Holland, J B, 33 acres land 
Hammond, T E, 160 acres
land 




Johnson,A L,n. r, 60
Libby, Mrs Lo-
retta estate, 227
Lockhart, 0 L, n. r., 1 town
lot 
Long, Mrs M E,70 acres land
Moreland, Mrs
M. L, 50 "
Moreland, M L, 75














































Quinn. n. r 266 acres land
Martin, Mrs
Ann, 246
Nixon, J H C, 76
Niehols,E I. n. r. 16
O'Leary, F M 40
Owen, R E, 100





Powell, Mrs Jno, 4
Philipps,Mrs H P 120 "
Philipps, G H, 30 "
Parish, 1' S, 108 "
Pyle, J H, 85 "




Rascoe, J T, 60
Hippy, ir 11, 74
Simms, J L, 100
Snyder, C 0, n. r, 1.20
Stanley, J 132
Terry, J D, n. r., 300
Terry, C A, n. r., 70
Thurmbnd, I H, 100
Taylor, J E, 228
Teague, L A, n. r. 31
Vaughn, Mrs
Emma L, 114
Weller. Jno, n. r. 120 "
























Averett, Nannie, 8 acres land
Flruntley, Tom, 5
Boyd, Fannie, 1 town lot....
Bagwell, Dennis
4.73 Emmy Embry, 9 acres land
2'17 Brame, Annie, 40 "
3.00 Crabbe, Geo, 1 town lot
Carloss, Gar- •








































Mclatynolds,Nace, 1 town lc t
Moss, Millie, 3.4 acre land




















Sarah Simms, 1 town lot
Sharp, Geo, n. r., 1 "
Saunders, Ed, for




Jameson,Jno,n. r. X acre land
6.44 Jones, Lucian, X
Kenner, Robt 13,
8.71 Kennedy, Ben,
8.1 6554 Killaenbdrewi,feIsreal, h " 66
4.73 Littlepage, Anna L, 2 town lots
12.14 1 Murnford, Docia. X acre land.
14.581 McClelland,Buster 3 "











& Kate 1 46 644
8.14 Pryor, Taylor, t 
44 64
64 66











8.14 Taylor, Bennie, 1 town lot....









































Tuck, Bud, 32 " "
2.61 Tunley, Geo., 
50 la at
3.93 Tuck & Billinger, 28 " "
Thacker, Sallie, 134 " "





12.05 Weaver, Robert 6 " "
11.67 Wilson, John, 1 to% n 
lot
Withers, George, 1 town lot
6.44
NO. 2 -COLORED.
Burt, William, 4 acres land
Barker, Bob, 1 town lot 
Bell, Andrew, 34 acre land 
Bell, J no, X acre land 
470.89 Buckner, Jim, n. r., h acre of
4.17 land 
1.32 Cartel, Roy, %acre land 
2.17 Clark, Caleb, 2 acres land 
4.73 Clark, J no R, 1 acre land 
4.17 Clark, Shelby, h acre land 
Cary, Robt, 1 town lot 
2.47 Chafln, Violet, 3 acre land 
1.90 Chafln, Georgia, and others,%
acre land 
8.31 Clay, Wm Henry, h acre land
2.66 Drane, Peter,n. r.,% acre land
Eaves, Julia, 1 acre land 
Frazier, Wm,n. r.,1 town lot 
19.33 Fruit, Matilda, 1 acre land
1.90 Fortson, Horace, h
Fortson, Ben, . 13
18.93 Gordon, Wesley, 1
Gordon, Abe, 1
3.00 Garrott,King,& wife X, "
• 1.90 Goodrich, Jno, 67 "
Gordon, Gran, 2
2.17 Hamilton, Joe,




" 2.47 Jesup, Bowling,
for wife 
ta




















Bradley, Lewis 33 " "











Carter, Henry 6 44 44
Cravens, Jerry X
Campbell, Eugene,)-4
Campbell, Jno, X "
Campbell, Jas, h "
Campbell, E M 1 "
Dulin, Jno, n. r, 2 "
Dandridge, Luther 1 "
6.44 EEddmm
unds:mCorordsealnia 7dy5
5.58 Fields, William, 100 "
7.01 Flowers, A R, X
Gray, Hannah, 26
1.90 Gray. Lou, n. r, 1
1.32 Gant, Steve, 2 "
6.30 ilk 1......0.131011, Mat 14 "
7.01 Gray, Sandy, 30 44
7. Gillespie, A W, • t6 it
7.01 Gamby, Samuel, 1' 41 46.4
1.08 Gee, Ella, 3 46 66
7.86 Givens, Wm, • at 46
Henry, Sanford 1
7.01 Holland, Willie 34 
44 66
6.88 Harris, Thos 3,i 46 64
Jones, Wm H 34 
46 44
8.16 Kenner, Frank 134 
.4. 44
Lacy, Jim 160 " "
Leavell, Lucy 3464 t4
Laffoon, G C, 24 "
















Tandy, M J, 1
Torian, Samp, 4
Trice, Aaron 100
Tandy, Annie B X
Walker, J W, and
Bat Green 3
Wolfork, Jessie X














































































Allen, Ben, 1 town lot
Anderson, Gus, 1 "
3.02 Buckner, Anna, No. 2, 18
6.31 acres land, 1 town lot
6.31 Buckner, Ora, 1
3.54 Bronaugh, Polly
3.64 and children, 1
6.321 Bell, Fannie, 21 6
Bell, Sarah, 1
Bell, Prof J W, 1
1.90 Boyd, John, 1
3-98 Boyd, James Ella, 1
31.302 Boyd; Eliza, 1
Boyd, Lizzie, 11.02
B










D w,Brewer, Mary, 14 78
1
4.73 i. Berrmy,Joihonth, ifn, or Jnoco 1
6.291 BBalorunnettt, Geo,Wm  s, n: r.3
4.44 Bacon, Rosa, n. r., 1
tc; 8187 CBamc opnb, eJl ne, 
Cora,
1.32 Campbell, Geo 1
2.16 Crabb, Wm, 1
. Cotter, S R, 1
3.54 Carloss, Sandy, 1






























































































3.02 Coleman, Abe, n. r. 1 town lot
4.73 Dawson, Jim, 1
4.28 Diuguid, Bettie, 1
Dade, Lou, 1
4.17 Dade, Alex, 1
5.3; Dade, Fannie, hrs, 1
4.73 Dickerson, Mahals, 1
1.32 Dillard, Chas, 1
4.17 Dickerson, Oscar, 1
4.17 Dsbney,J B & wife 1
4.73 Edwards,L K. 11. r. 1
Edmunds, Tom, 2
1.32 Edmunds, Jake, 1
Fendrick, Wm, l " "
1.80 Ferguson, J R, 1 acre land
2.78 Flemister, J T, 1 town lot
3.54 Gray, Geo, n. r, 1 "
4.17 Glass, Wm, 1
Gibson, Mil'd, n. r, 1
2.73 Gary, Rosa, n. r, 1
3.64 Gladdish, Bettie, 1
9.96 Goodrich, Fannie, 1
1.90 Gibbons, Elijah, 1
3.64 Gladdish, Lewis
6.31 and wife, 1
Hargraves, Millie, 1
2.47 Harton,Fannie,n. r,1
2.47 Harton, Alex, 1
3.64 Holland, Burrus, 1
1.32 Hord, Bettie, 1
4.73 Hendrick, Sallie 1
1.10 Irvin, Jane 1
1.90 Jones, Garland 1
Jesup, C H, 1
1.00 Johnson, Mahala, 1
,Knight, Jno W, 1
Kennedy, Willie, 1
King, James 1













O'Bryan, Ella, hrs. 1
Owen, Lucian, 1





Pool, J H 1
Parish, Maria 1
Poindexter,Major,n r 1"
Palmer, C M 1
Payne, Andrew, 1
Penner, James 1
Pendleton, Ad, 1 "
Quarles, D J 2 "
Quarles,Sarah 1 "
Quarles, J H, 1 "
Redd, Tempa 1 "
Robinson, Sue 1 L4
Roach, Ned 1 66
Rollins,Wes dG Ella 1 "
Rollins, Grave 1 "
Rice, Henry 1 "
Ransom, Fannie 1 "
R.adford, Jno 1 "
Ruffian, C. H. for
Sam Gant 1
Smith, Isaac 1
Smith, Ben J 1
Smith, John • 1
Shipp, Rebecca 1 _"
Shipp, Bob 2 acres
Spurlin Rice, 1 town
Spurlin, Allie 1 "
























Winfree, Ellen, n r
Western, Wm
Winroe, Joe 1




























































































































































3.00 Caiter, Wm, n r, 1 town lot...
2.47 Caldwell, Ben. 4 acres land
Caldwell, Peter, 6 "
Clemens. Jamel; 34"
Dandridge.Spot, nr 100"
Gray, Geo 34 
64
Grady, Jane 24 "
Henry, Booker, .90 "
Irwin, Bird 12 "
Johnson, Mack 1 "
Jones, Lucian, 39 "
Mimms, Park 37 4C
Murrell, John 87 44
Owen, Henry 130"
Pendleton, Kate, 1-6 "
Parish, Nick, 36 '4
Stanley, E L 34 44
Shanklin, Robt 90 "















































































Withers,Feland,100 acres land 11.67
Wilson, Emma, 1 "
Weaver, Mollie M 61
The Lucky Quarter.
Is the one you pay out for a box of
Dr. King's New Life Pills. They
bring you the health that's more
precious than jewels. Try them for
headache, biliousness, constipation
and malaria. If they disappoint you
the price will be cheerfully refund-




















Frank De Witt Talmage, D. D.
Los Angeles, Cal., March 8.— That
the old Bible is still the best and in-
deed the only guide upon which man
may depend for the present life and
that which is to come is the lesson
taught in this sermon. The text is
Acts viii, 30, "Ltderstandest thou what
thou readest?"
Of all the narratives and incidents in
the Bible there is not one that im-
presses me as more powerful and dra-
matic than this conversion of the secre-
tary of the treasury of Queen Candace's
vcourt. It occurred in the midst of a
f' great desert through the instrumental-
ity of a humble traveling evangelist,
Philip by name. This Ethiopian states-
man evidently had been sent to Jeru-
salem by his royal mistress on a mis-
sion of inquiry. Methinks I can hear
her say to this member of her privy
council: "Mr. Secretary, we are not get-
ting as much money from our taxes as
we ought. We must learn how to han-
dle better our national system of
finances. The expenses of the govern-
ment are increasing year by year, the
people are growing wealthier all the
time, and yet the revenues are not
keeping pace with the prosperity of our
land. You had better hand over the
treasury department for a little while
to your deputy. Go north and study
the Roman system of taxation. You
need not announce that you are going
there for that purpose. But go and
keep your eyes open and learn what
you can, and we will reorganize the
treasury department when you return."
Thus, I think, Queen Candace spoke to
her chief secretary.
The mission would be a welcome
one to him. The Acts tells us he had
gone to Jerusalem to worship. We
may assume, therefore, that he was
either a Jew serving a foreign sover-
eign. as Joseph served Pharaoh and
Daniel Darius, or that he was a for-
eigner who had come to know the true
God and, like Naaman, desired to wor-
ship him, and him alone. As he had
gone to Jerusalem to worship and had
a Jewish book to study as he traveled,
he was evidently no stranger to Juda-
ism.
The scene changes. We now enter
with the southern diplomat the gates
of historic Jerusalem. He stays on
week after week, month after month.
He meets all the high officials of the
province. He talks with the Roman
governor and his council as well as
with the members of the Hebrew sea-
hedrin. And, strange to say, while he
Is there he hears the disputes is Jeru-
salem over the arrest and the trial and
the sentence and the execution of a
young Hebrew of tho name of Jesus
Christ, which had taken place about
seven years before. Then, as every
Intelligent foreign state lean would do,
this- secretary of the treasury of the
southland not only studies the fiscal
system and government of these peo-
ple, but their reliaiou a.s v.ell. He
does just as you would ino if you went
- to an oriental country. Pi India you
would study what Hindoolsan means;
if in Arabia, what .Moham liellanism
means; if in China, w hat Confucian-
lath means; if in Tibet. what Buddhism
means. Not only did he study the He-
brew religion while in the jewisto cap-
ital but he also took some of their re-,
ligious books along to study on his
way home.
The Ride In the Chariot.
The scene again changes. The stu-
dious statesman of the south is riding
In his chariot over the hot, blistering
desert on his way south. He is return-
ing to Queen Candace's court. In or-
der to lessen the tedium of the journey
be opens one of the religious books of
the Hebrews, called the "Prophecy of
Isaiah." and begins to read. While lie
reads and studies a young unknown
man comes alongside the chariot and
asks him, "Understandest thou what
thou readest?" The puzzled student
answers: "How can I unless some one
explains this book to me? Come up,
young man, and ride with me, and tell
me what this prophet means." Then
Philip enters the chariot and sits by
his side. He begins to read at the page
sf the parchment Is tch was opened.
This was the Messianic prophecy,
where Isaiah described Christ as being
led as a lamb to the slaughter. Thep
Philip said: "Can you not see that the
prophecy of Isaiah has been fulfilled?
Yon heard in Jerusalem how they led
Christ before Pilate. You must have
• beard how he was cond
emned and ex-
ecuted, though he was innocent. That
was the fulfillment of the prediction
you have been reading in this book of
Isaiah. His life and death were as
Isaiah said they would be, and the oth-
er prophets described them almost as
plainly." Philip went on to preach to
• him so forcibly and earnestly that the
• Ethiopian statesman became a humble
child of God and believed and was bap-
tized. Such is the simple and yet pow-
erful story of the conversion of a for-
/ . eigner through the preaching of a sim-
ple, earnest servant of Christ. •
Now, as this great statesman sat in
• his chariot the open Bible in his hart
had become a new book to him, full of
life and meaning. The vague, shadowy
symbols of the rites and ceremonies of
the law led up to the clearer visions of
the prophets, and at last the whole be-
came plain in the glorious appearance
of Christ, a gradual revelation given ,
In a connected book. How snob,*
view transforms the Bible! stet ul-
study the book hi trial, aspect this
morning. Would that the result might.
be as effectual as was the eunush's
study under Philip's guidance!
The Chief Hero of the Bible.
The Bible,, in the first place, has its
chief hero. It has a central personal-
ity toward which its opening pages are
silently' and swiftly moving. This di-
vine personality is Jesus Christ. The
casual reader may not at first glance
think that the story of creation has
any direct or indirect connection with
the Bethlehem manger, but you can-
not separate the first chapter of John
w ith its opening seatence, "In the be-
ginning was the word, and the word
was with God, and the word was
God," from the first verse of Genesis.
Nor can you separate the idyl of Ruth
from ths birth of Jesus or perceive the
meaning of Isaiah without connecting
it with the story of the crucifixion.
The • Bible declares that when Philip
the eva-gelist climbed into the chariot
of Queen Candace's secretary of the
treasury he opened his,mouth and be-
gan at the same Scripture and "preach-
ed unto him Jesus." Thus we find
that, no matter how far one book of
the Bible may antedate another, they
all revolve about the personality of
Jesus Christ.
If you were to separate the books of
the Bible from 1116 personality of Je-
sus they would be as meaningless as
one of the novels of Wilkie Collins
separated from its central hero or hero-
ine or, as we sometimes say, "the play
of `Hamlet' with the part of Hamlet
left out." As Dr. Saphir says: "If the
Bible were like a collection of stones
we might select some and put aside
others as less valuable and beautiful,
and, although in such selections we
might make great mistakes, we should
still be in possession of something more
or less complete, but the Bible is like
a plant, and all its parts are not me-
chanically or accidentally connected,
but organically united, and hence a law
of life rules here. Ile who reveres life
will neither add nor take away from
the beautiful plant, which the Father
heti' planted in and through ('hrist by
the Spirit. Nobody asserts that a man
would be killed if you cut off his hair
nnd his nails, but there is a vital union
cf all his members. If you cut off my
little finger I shall survive it, but it is
my little finger you cut off, and it is a
loss, a disfigurement. So with the
Bible. It is not like a piece of cloth
you can clip and cut. It is a body ani-
mated by one spirit." That is true.
Thus, as all the different parts of the
physical body find their life action in
the throbbing heart, all the different
parts of the Bible find their potency
and their life giving force in the per-
sonality of Jesus Christ. He is the
great hero of this book. He is the cen-
ter, the circumference, the all in all of
the Scriptures. Whenever a man reads
any chapter of the Bible without find-
ing Jesus there he has failed to find
out the chief purpose for which that
chapter was written.
The Origin of Jesus.
Now, who is this Bible hero? Where
was he born? How was he born?
Who were his ancestors? These are
the questions which every author of a
biography or of a novel which is only
a fictitious biography answers. There
the author introduces you to his hero
or heroine. He finds the cradle of his
hero in the Indian wigwam of Pow-
hatan, as does the biographer of Poca-
hontas, or he surrounds you with the
rivalries and .plots of Queen Aune's
tinie, as does William Makepeace
Thackeray when be hitroduces to you
Henry Esmond, or he tells you how
King James vi. oe Scotland became
King James I. of England because he
was the direct descendant of Margaret
Tudor, sister of Henry VIII. of Eng-
land. All books of biography natural-
ly give to us the genealogical history
of their heroes or heroines. They tell
how they were born and what blood is
flowing in their ,veins. So does the
Bible in reference to Jesus Christ.
His nativity had divine origin. His
conception was miraculous. He was
and is omnipotent in power. All the
prophecies foretold it. All history
A. D. has proved it.
Oh, that you and I might find a di-
vine a*nd an omnipotent Christ in every
part of that old Bible! .May we do as
did John Randolph, the great Virginia
orator. One day he was entertaining
a family friend at dinner, and he sail
to him: "I was raised by a pious moth-
er—God bless her memory I—who taught
inc the Christian religion in all its re-
quirements. But, alas, I grew up an
Infidel—If not an infidel completely, yet
a decided skeptic. But when I be-
came a man in this as well as in polit-
ical and other matters I resolved to
examine for myself and never pin ms
faith to any other man's sleeve. So I
bought a Bible. I pored over it and
examined it carefully. I sought and
procured books for and against it anq
when my labors were ended I came to
this irresistible conclusion: The Bibi
Is true. It would have been as Kis:-
for an ignorant rustic to have written
Sir Isaac Newton's 'Principla' as for
uninspired men to have wriVen the
Bible." So may we study the Bible in
reference to the divinity of Jesus
Christ. May we read all the Messian-
ic prophecies. May we read all Christ's
miracles. May we stand at the cradle
and at the riven tomb of Christ. And
In every chapter of every book may
we see a divine and omnipotent Christ
as the chief hero of this book. Ma'-
we find Christ the center, the circum-
ference, the all in all of the Holy Scrip-
tures. "Then Philip opened his mouth
and began at the same Scripture and
preached unto him Jesus."
Why Christ Came.
Having asserted the divinity and om-
nipotent power of .Christ, what next
does the Bible do? It tells us the chief
motives which actuated that diviee
life. As the biowapher of Simon Boli-
var slowly and irresistibly leads you
eh-1mi in th.o chirlv r.f hie horn iln.-11 
at
•
I,st you find the great Venezuelan lib-
erator dedicating his life to the free-
dom .of kis adopted land; as the biog-
rapher of Handel tells about the tri-
umphs, the struggles and the defeats
of the grand old musician, clinging to
his high ideals of sacred oratorio long
after the fickle multitudes of London
had turned their backs upon him in de-
aden and scorn; as the biographers of
Icing Alfred and Robert Bruce and of
Napoleon and Wendell Phillips and
Florence Nightingale and Catherine
Booth and Frances Willard tell what
were the chief principles which con-
trolled and inspired their lives, so the
Bible distinctly and clearly tells us why
Christ was horn, why he lived, why he
was crucified and why he rose from
the dead. :IIe came to earth not to win
a throne. He came to eorth not, as
Moses, to lift from the flocks of the
Hebrew people the hated and tyran-
nical yoke of a Roman pharaoh. He
came simply for one purpose—to seek
and to save those that were morally
and spliitually lost. He came as the
friend aud the Saviour of harlots and
publicans and sinners. He came not to
be a physician for those who were
spiritually well, but for those who.
were immoral, degraded and debased.
You and I may marvel at the noble
self sacrifice of the Marquis de La-
fayette. Born of an aristocratic fatu-
ity, heir to title and untold riches, the
affianced of a beautiful young girl, yet
he was wilnng to sacrifice all for a
poor. struggling people who had no
friends except the friendship and tho
protection of God. At a Parisian ban-
quet table he beard of what Washing-
ton and his noble band of patriots were
trying to win. At once he said, "I will
so and help them win their liberties."
It his own expense he fitted out a
sh'p and filled it with what the Amer-
lean troops most neoled, and in a fog
be ran past the British blockade which
was 1.ryillg to intercept his passage. He
srosi ed the Atlantle and estered Wosh-
ingtsn's heansnarters and said: "rere,
general—here are my sword and my life.
Do with them as you will. I voluoteer
to fight under your nag for human!ty's
sake." That was a noble, self sacrific-
ing act for the young French peer. The
readh:g of that heroic at should arouse
a feeling of geatitude in every Amer-
ican breast. With quick beating heart
and flushing cheek re have read the
tragic sacrifices of "the most impor-
tant citizen of New Orleans," Margaret
Haughey, whose name 1.3 known to ev-
ery one in Louisiana. She was not one
who could count her fortune by the
The was not a Joan of Are,
with a physical frame knit as with
bands of steel. She was simply a poor,
frail, crippled girl who, in order to earn
her living, started out as a‘schootteach-
er. She used to work during the day
for her own bread and butter. Then
In the evenings she started to teach the
poor girls and boys who had to work
during the day and who could not get
an education' unless they were taught
In the evenings. Her night schools
grew. Out of them grew a hospital for,
crippled children. Her work grew un-
til a short time ago all New Orleans
turned out in the public parks to honor
her memory. "Ah," you say, "that was
a noble life. That was a noble spur-
pose for which to live." Its nobility
consists in its resemblance to the in-
finitely greater purpose for which Je-
sus came down to earth to suffer and
to die. He came to save a lost world. He
came to give up his life for the lives
of sinful outcasts. He came that you
and I might be made one with him le
spirit and nature. 0 Lord, the boon
of books tells us that thou didst come
to save sinners and to offer up thy tt
vine life as a sacrifice for man's sins
Does not that word "sinner" mean mei
By thy revealed word and thy tragic
crucifixion I know that thou bast come
to save me—yea, to save even me.
A Guide of Life.
Salvation through the atoning blood
of Jesus Christ is an active as well as
a passive condition. It is placing our-
selves in a yielding position, so that
we are willing to let the great loving
arms of God encircle our hearts ana
draw us unto himself, but salvation
through Christ must be supplemented
by the actions of a life consecrated to
him and his service after we have al-
lowed Christ to encircle us with his
love. The Bible is the code of conduct
which we should follow after we have
been saved by his blood. It is a col-
lection of moral and spiritual rules,
which will not only teach us how to
live in harmony with God, but also
how we should deal with men. It is
not only a collection of rules of faith,
but of rules of practice. In other
words, it is a spiritual guidebook. It
tells us how we should talk, how we
should walk, how we should give, bow
we should pray. It tells us how to be-
come like our great prototype, Jesus
Christ. And if we are true Christians
It would be willful blindness to shut
our eyes to its commandments.
In that sacred book there are no dead
letter laws, as there are in some of the
statutes of our earthly governments.
Some years ago a noted prize fight was
lo be fought in one of our eastern
ilties where I was at that time living.
few days before the fistic battle a
party of ministers, of whom I was one.
entered the mayor's office to protest
against it 'as a defiance of law and
common decency. The mayor beard us
patiently; then he said: "It is true, gen-
tlemen, the city laws forbid this com-
ing exhibition, but that law in theeyea
of most people is a dead letter. TherQ
are scores and scores of laws upon our
statute, books which the people do net
expect us to enforce, and I believe this
is one of them. I shall allow the prize
fight to go on." Whether the mayor of
that eastern city was right or wrong I
am not here to discuss, but one fact I
do kno,r—in the PP le there are no
desd letter rates of faith or practice.
When Christ speaks to us in the scr-
ews on the mount he expects us to fol-
ios out the comemndments of that
seuraa. When lie tails us the story of
sasl Sameritsn be ciTntlet:s us to he
good gamarttana There is no use foe
you and me to say: "Well, I am not
selfish and bad. After all, I am doing
only what other church members do."
That is not the question. On the great
day of judgment God will not ask us,
"Have you done as other people have
tione?" but he will ask: "Have you
done as I commanded you to do? Have
you done as Christ would have done
had he been in your place?" There is
no getting away from this deduction of
Bible study. The question here and
now is, "Are we willing to accept the
Bible as our rule of life?" If we do
not, then arl we may profess to believe
as to the divinity and omnipotence of
Christ and the saving power of his
blood will avail us little. "Faith is the
evidence of things not seen," but "faith
without works is dead."
Following Its Guidance.
Thus the last purpose of the Bible is
a natural sequence to the other three.
The Bible beautifully pictures what
salvation means and the rules of con-
duct by which we should all press to-
ward the mark for the prize of the
high calling in Christ Jesus. Now,
are you, my hearer, like the treasurer
of Queen Candace's court, ready to
look Bible truths squarely in the face?
Do you realize that one road of Life's
journey will lead Au to the precipice
of a bottomless it and the other road,
which goes by tile way of the cross,
will lead you into life everlasting?
With your open Bible in yopr hand,
"Understandest thou what thou read-
est?" Will you follow the pleadings
of this sacred book, which will lead you
today to kneel at the foot of the cross
and say, "My Master and my King, I
accept thee, and I will live for thee by
thy rules of faith and practice?"
When Rev, Dr. Harris was dead and
his last will and testament was opened
It was found that he had left to each
of his children as a legacy a copy of
the Holy Scriptures. On the fly leaf
of each Bible were written these three
words: "None but Christ." So today
as a divine gift I would place in your
hands an open Bible. Read it. Read
It intelligently. Read it as God would
have you read it. And then after you
have read it and determined to live by
Its teachings seal your consecration by
writing upon the fly leaf these three
trenchant words: "None but Christ."
Will you accept this Bible as a gift
from God, a rule for your faith and
practice? "Understandest thou what
thou readest?" Aye, you understand.
Will you now do what. you ought to do
for Christ?






The best med:c in es in the
1 world cannot take the place of
family physician. Consult
1 Iii 7. early when taken ill. Ifthe trouble is with your0:7.-)at, bronchial tubes, or
lungs, ask him about taking
A yEr's Cherry Pectoral. Then
tzke it or not, as hc says.
We publish our formulas
We banish alcohol
I from our medicines
ers wceo Luz rou rtodoctor
Bilious attacks, sick-headaches, indiges-
tion, constipation, dizzy spells—these
an some of the results of an inactive
liver. Isk your doctor if he endorses
Ave.'s Pills in these cases. The dose
is ssa.11, one pill at bedtime.










Positions for gradu— •
ates. •
Send for catalog. •
••
ALCOHOL 3 PER CENT.
AVege table Preparation forAs-
simila t in the FoodaihfRegula-




ness and Rest.Contains neither
0 pium .Morphine nor Mio.eral.
NOT NARCOTIC.










A perfe ct Remedy for Cansfipa-
tion ,Sour Stomach, D tarrhura
Worms,Convtilsions.Feverish-




Exact Copy of Wrapper.
CASTORIA
For Infants and Children.










Thi ORMITAIJPI COMPANY, NEW Yore cm,.
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME CARD.
Effective May 26th, 1907
NORTH BOUND.
No 3321 Paducah-Cairo, and Evansville, Accom., leave 6:00 a. 131.
206 Evansville and Louisville Express 11:2A am.




26, Nashville-Chicago, Limited 6.42 a. m.
206, Evansville Paducah-Louisville Express, arrives 6:26 p. m.
321 Evansville-Nashville Mail, 3.60 p. m.
Nashville-Chicago Limitedsarries free reclining cnair cars and buffet
sleeper. All trains run daily. Train 26 and 28 make: local stops between




"Indiana's Greatest Business SCIC01"
TOBACCO GROWERS
You Are Welcome.
In Smith county, Texas. No op-
pressive trust here. $10 lands $100
crops. Plenty of timber, good schools
and low taxes. Address Secretary of
Louisville le Nashville Railroad
Time Card.
NORTH.
No. 62 St. Louis Express...10:16 a m
No. 64 St. Louis Fast 10:06 p m
No. 92 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 6'09 a m
Ne."66 Hopkineville Accom.8:56 p m
No. 94  .6:43 p m
Corrected Jan. 13; 1908
SOUTH:
No, 51 St. Louis Express...119 p m
No. 63 St. Louis Fast Mail..5 :37 a /13
No. 93 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 11:50 p m
Nr. 55 Hopkinsville Accom.7:061a m
No. 95. 9:37 am
Nos. 62 and 51 connect at St. Lis for all points west.
No. Si connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as far south a
Erin and foe,:Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 55 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
cinnati and all points north and east thereof! Nos. 63 anp 66 also connees
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 rune through to Chicago and will not carry passengers to points
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonvill6, St. Augustine
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Canneets
Gathrie for points east and west J. C. HOOE, Agt.
▪ 11100411/06/•••••111•0001110001100001101/1000
Why Rent a iFarm? •
•
•
• You can buy one on easy terms.
• We are selling good farming land in tracts from 25
acres,,kip, and at prices from $6.00 per acre up. Located
conAnient to both railroad and river transportation.




 shall be pleased to furnish full information if you
will write us, describing what you desire to purchase,
 and we
 shall also take pleasure in showing you over the
land, free of charge, if you will come and make a per-











Produce of all Kink
Pay Highest Cash Prices
For Butter, Eggs, Poultry, Wool, Hides!and Furs.
Buy in All Quantities
See. Phone or Write us for prices. Cumb. Phone 26-3.Commercial Club, Home Phone 1332.
Tyler, Texas*
sears tC.-Jhe .A. ES 7.1 C2 X .A..




IA:4e East 9th St., near L. & N. depot HERBERT L. HAYDON, Mg
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Garments of Quality Priced Low!
MARCH 111
• 
Our Ladies Ready-to-Wear Department is Showing a Tremendous Line of High Quality Garments at Prices in the
Reach of Purses of Modest Size. TOMORROW—FRIDAY—we Offer Specially Attractive
Values in SKIRTS, JACKETS and SHIRT WAISTS.
All Wool Panama Skirts
Ladies all wool Panama Skirts, black, brown and
navy, full generous width, full pleated or made
with circular folds, for
$3.75
Extra Special for Misses
Beautiful line finest Panama all shades, made full




Five different styles in finest chiffon finish Pana-




Beautiful quality all wool Panama Skirts for the




Finest satin lined Covert Jackets, form fitting -or
half loose, styles entirely new.
8.50 to $10
New Shirt Waists
Full range of patterns and styles ladies Spriag
Shirtwaists, new and entirely different from any
thing we have shown heretofore.
$1 to $3.50
Tailored Suits and Waists
Full line beautiful new spring tailored suits, rich new designs, including the
Madam Butterfly and Kimona Sleeve effects. All the new cloths, Stripe
Panamas, Shadow Stripe serges and Pariajah in Brown, Leather color, navy
Copenhagen Tans, Purple and Black, at $13.50 to $35.00
Fisk Clagg & Flagg's line fine Tailored waists finest Irish Linen or import-
ed Madras at $4 00 to $5.00s The first time these garments were ever shown
in the city
Here is a Wonder
Beautiful quality Black Voile Skirts, made with




Finest Chiffon Broadcloth Jackets, Taffeta lined,
form fitting, Black only.
12.50
Skirts $6 to $20
Big range of patterns and styles in new dressy
skirts for street or "dressed up" wear • the cele-
brated "Elite" brand. All shades brown, blue
black Copenhagen and Tan.
At $6.00 to $20.00.
Millinery Department
Our trimming room is now open and we are prepared to deliver hats at an
hour's notice Our head trimmer is just back from a two month's stay in
the millinery parlors in New York and Chicago, and is prepared to give you
the advantage of‘her experience and talent. Miss Annie Cayce whose well
known ability as a saleslady will be glad to welcome all her friends back
again.
J. H. Anderson & Company
VV ORDS ABOUT THE WEED.
News and Notes of Much Interest to All Who Are 
Connected With
Growing and Sale of Tobacco.
for temperance legislation and give
his views on other public questions.
Beckham's ability as a writer can-
not be denied. He demonstrated
his capacity in this line on many oc-
casions while he was governor. He
knows that he possesses the gift to EVELYN BRINGS ACTION AGAINST
 j write and has frequently said that
he should like to be the editor of a
SUES FOR DIVORCE
the  1
Trading on the local tobacco mar- ! have time to get 
up the figures. It great newspaper.
let during the past week continued is estimated t
hat between 4.000,000
brisk, although the sales were not j and 5,000,000 
pounds of association
as large as the preceding week. I tobacco 
has been brought to the
Hopkinsville prizing houses and it
Is believed that fully as much again
is yet to be delivered.
Conditions, though, were very sat-
isfactory in every respect.
Sales by the Planters Protective
association amounted to 48 hogs-
?mac's. This tobacco graded from
lugs to low leaf and the prices rang-
ed from $7 to $10 for lags and $10.50
to $11.50 for the leaf. No activity
was shown in the demand for the
higher grades. Up to this time the
association has sold on this market
a total of 246 hogsheads of tobacco.
There are niw on digplay and reany
Aar sale between 1.700 and 1,S00 tynt s
of tobacco froni that initny hogs-
alfsws, New types are being re-
ceived daily hour the prize houses
and everything points to a big busi-
ness here this season.
Last Monday was the day when a
report should have been handed in
to the county executive committee
the association from the prizing
set; as to the amount of tobacco
had received, how much had
prized and the disposition made
ind the balance remaining on
jind insurance in force. On ac-
it of the rush which has been
Sed by the enormous receipts or
_e past two weeks they plead for
more time stating that they did not
Large as these figures are, this is
by no means all of the tobacco which
is being brought here. The Society
of Equity warehouse is rushed to
the limit in caring for their heavy
receipts, both of prfzed atid loose to-
bacco. The independent houses
while their purchases were heavily
curtailed, will handle hundreds of
thousands of pounds. Nearly all of
this has now been delivered.
The Farmers Educational and Co-
operative Union of America is the
latest entry into the field in western
Kentucky. This organization now
has representatives at work in sev-
eral counties throughout this part
of the state but reports from them
indicate that they are not making
very much headway as the counties
are already organized either under
the American Society of Equity or
the Planters Protective association.
The new organization proposes to
control all crops instead of confining




   PEOPLE 
THING H A T
Elsewhere in this impression 
of
the New Era, we prpt 
for the
Law and Order League.the 
speech
ireoentdy delivered in 
Hopkinsville
by Helm Bruce. There 
friMOISnerillor
many requests for coplef..of_the 
ad-
dress, that the league alinfiged 
with
the New Era for its publication in
full.
In conjunction with the practice
of law it is now said that ex-Gov.
Beckham May engage in the news-
paper business. It is rumored that
he will have a newspaper in which
he will be able to carry on the fight
oittoroit
The recent order which supplies, to
an army recruit upon his enlistment
a full kit of toilet articles has run
the gauntlet of judicial:construction
and has been sustained. As a result
this is what the enlisted man gets in
addition to his regular outfit: Razor,
brushes for hair, teeth, shaving and
shoes, two towels, toilet soap, whisk
broom, and last, but not least, "one
housewife." The housewife is ex-
plained to be a neat little case con-
taining thread, needle, buttons and
patches.
Caleb Powers' aspirations to con
gress received a decided setback at
the meeting of the Eleventh con-
gressional district meeting at Cor-
bin, Ky. D. C. Edwards, the pres-
ent congressman, controlled the
committee, and the primary to noin-
inate a congressman was set for
June 6, despite the efforts of the
Powers men to have it fixed for some
time in August, when Powers ex-
pects Gov. Willson will have acted
on his pardon application or he will
have had an opportunity to be ac-
quitted on his fifth trial.
Mr. C. G. Duke who has been in
Los Angeles, Cal., with his daugh-
ter, Mrs. Shrader, was expected
home this week, but was injured in
a street car accident on his return
from San Francisco to Los Angeles
and has been detained some time on
that account. He is expected home
within the next ten days or two
weeks.
Judge W. H. Yost of Madisonville
has been engaged to defend the
persons sued as Night Riders by Mr.
and Mrs. Hollowell in federal court
at Paduach.
Scores of people have already' taken
advantage of our free seed offer. See
big ad. on Page 5.
HARRY THAW
Suit Prearranged and Young Woman
Will Be Provided For Out-
side of Court.
EVELYN NESBIT THAW.
Recent portrait of the former chorus
girl who fought to save her husband
from the electric chair.
NEW YORK, March IL—Harry
Kendal Thaw, slayer of Stanford
White, will today be served at Mat-
teawan asylum witt the initial pa-
pers in the action brought by Eve-
lyn Nesbit, his wife, for the annul-
ment of their marriage.
Thaw's insanity at the time the
marriage was contracted will be as-
signed as the cause.
On all sides there was silence as to
the price Mrs Thaw receives. That
it) to be an affair outside of law and
the courts. No one will talk about
it. A shrewd guess, however, is
ventured that it would amount to
about $60,000 in cash and an annuity
of $7,060 to $8.000. Young Mrs.
Thaw will, of course, be permitted
to marry again.
There have been stories of Thaw's
attacks upon his wife in the Tombs,
upon the Bridge of Sighs, in the
waiting room just off the trial cham-
ber and in the asylum. All of them
have been denied, though evidence
of the facts is plentifully at hand,
True or not, the fact remains that
Evelyn holds her husband in almost
terror. It has not been a week since
she expressed the conviction, with
blanched face and trembling hand,
that if he was set at liberty he would
kill her before 24 hours had elapsed.
His counsel have expressed a simi-
lar conviction. His family even
share these fears.
Had such fears not existed there
might have been more resistance on
the part of young Mrs. Thaw to the
plans to separate her and her hus-
band. But she fears to meet him
and they fear to have them meet,
and so the agreement has been
reached, and it is an absolute cer-
tainty that if the time ever comes
when Harry Thaw may enter New
York a free man Evelyn Nesbit





PREPARED INSTANTLY. Simply add boil-
ing water, cool and serve. 10c. per package at
all grocers. 7 flavors. Refuse all substitutes....
SIMMS AND HEALS.
Hyomei Medicates the Air You Breathe
And Gives Quick Relief in
Catrrhal 1 roubles.
Be wise in time and use Hyomei
at the first warning of eatarrhal
troubles.
Do not let the disease extend along
the I delicate mucous membrame,.
gradually going from the nose to the
throat, thence into the bronchial
tubes, and then downward until the
lungs are reached and you are in
danger of consumption.
Hyomei will cure all curable forms,
and stages of catarrh. It is so uni-
formly successful in curing this com-
mon yet dangerous disease that L.
L. Elgin takes all the risk of a trial
treatment and agree absolutely to
refund the mony if any one uses
Hyomei and does not get relief.
There i3 no other treatment for
catarrh that is like Hyomei or just
as good. None can take its place,
none give such quick and sure relief
and at so little cost. Its medication
is breathed through a pocket inhaler
that comes with every outfit, thus
reaching the most remote cells of the
air passages, killing the catarrhal
germs and healing the irritated mu-
cous membrane.
Begin the use of Hyomei to-day
and you will soon find that the offen
sive breath, the d.opping into the
throat, the discharge from the nose
and all other symptoms of catarrh
are overcome and cured. The outfit
costs but $1.00 and L. L. Elgin stand
ready to refund the money if it does
not cure catarrh.
 /•••11....•/ 
Tobacco Planters" is the
name of a weekly newspaper which
wi4 be publiptied at Guthrie by Li.
Robinson, of that place and W.P.
onoe. kinTninough,, of Ringgold.
PADUCAH, Ky., March 10.—A
Kuklux gang raided last night the
little town of Birmingham in Mar-
shall county and shot up the negro
section.
Seven negroes were wounded more
or less seriously.
One of the victims will probably
die as a result of his injuries.
The gang whipped six-negroes and
warned them to leave the county at
L-4
fek.$
•
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